Preface
This short book is an attempt to put in one place an account of studies projecting a
decline of fossil carbon, mostly oil. This is all public, begun early by King Hubbert
and in following decades by Colin Campbell and Jean Laherrere, among others.
For the most part these projections have been ignored. The conclusion is an
unwelcome one: that sometime after the next decade or so we face an irreversible
decline in available fossil carbon to run our industrial society. What I hope is that,
once that new reality is on the horizon, some of you will take the effort to see that
it really is a new reality--that our future has been changed forever by the decline in
fossil carbon as our energy source.

Introduction
Many of us witnessed the rapid rise in energy from fossil carbon since the Second
World War. Fossil carbon--coal, oil and natural gas--now accounts for almost 90%
of our energy use in America. This increase has been a dramatic experience for
many. I got my own first automobile at age 16, as many others did, when gasoline
cost 17 cents per gallon. It now seems unnatural not to have a car and cheap gas.1

We have also experienced, without realizing it, the decline in one form of fossil
carbon energy. Since about 1970 American production of the easily extracted crude
oil for gasoline has steadily declined. But we hardly noticed the decline because oil
is so easy to get and to carry in giant oil tankers. We imported what we needed and
it did not even influence the price much, at least early on. As recently as the late
1990s gasoline cost only a dollar a gallon. Accounting for inflation, that was less
than twice what I paid in 1957. And we imported almost two thirds of the oil we
needed for our gasoline and diesel fuel. We have done this despite the ups and
downs of oil market prices.
That is all changing now. Oil has gotten scarcer--many nations oil production is
already declining-- and so expensive that the world is trying to extract it from
shale rocks and even by making synthetic oil from asphalt containing sand. But
these sources are poor compared to earlier simple and cheap oil wells.2 This
poverty of a source is what happens when an energy era approaches its end: a key
resource becomes difficult and expensive to get. Overall production declines or
increases only for a short time. And the more difficult to get oil often flows slowly.
What is called "shale oil" from North Dakota and Texas has led to an increase in
crude oil production. But it will not last. The total ultimate amounts realistically
projected for shale oil are less than a tenth of the oil already produced by the
Nation. The enthusiasm is synthetic, not based in a sustainable reality.
American crude oil, in total before the oil era, was about a tenth of all the original
easily got oil in the world. The same decline we experienced will happen elsewhere
and it will affect us. There will in time be less oil to import.
Real crude oil cannot be beat as a fossil carbon energy source. It flows freely out of
wells, into pipelines and onto tankers. It can even be refined easily into fuels like
gasoline and diesel. That is why we have become so dependent on it. Alas, the
world will never again see the energy flows we now get from oil once it is replaced
by slow to produce processed asphalt (bitumen) and its like. But when will this
easy and cheap oil era end (if you think of $100 per barrel oil as cheap)? We can

estimate when, but we do not know in any detail.
I heat my house in often harsh northern winters using natural gas. This is also like
oil in that it flows, as a gas, from wells, into pipelines and then into my boiler.
America has a lot of natural gas, but it is no longer easy to get. Soon it will not be
cheap, either. In time there will be less and less of it produced, as has already
happened with American oil. But when will this happen? We can again estimate
when, but we do not really know.
This Nation has a great deal of coal, the last fossil carbon energy resource. But it is
mostly used to generate electricity now. Every decade the quality of our mined coal
has been dropping--less and less energy per ton of coal. And a great deal of our
coal is buried deep underground where it will in time become almost unaffordable
to mine--not to speak of the environmental cost in mining and burning it. But how
long will affordable coal last, until it becomes too scarce and expensive and
environmentally dangerous to just burn for energy? There are estimates; we should
know, with some accuracy, but we do not.
The subject of this short book is what you might rather not think about. It is about
the coming decline in the fossil carbon energy that fuels our economy. This will
start soon, probably this decade. By the time you read this, the decline in oil may
already have started. You and I can just make out a broad pattern, but we lack the
information and analysis to be precise.
There is just enough information now to make some reasonably good and alarming
estimates. These estimates are almost entirely due to people outside government
and industry. Many are or were in the oil industry. For a long time the best source
in the U.S. for information was a Web site called “theoildrum.com”, and you can
still explore the issue there in their archives.
If you are interested in the physics of energy, beyond the scope of this book, check
"America 2100: After Fossil Carbon". It can be found in the usual book sources on
the Web and on the website america2100.net. That book contains a discussion of
the physics of energy and power and the units in which they are measured.

Chapter 1-Energy the Enabler
Our own personal energy use is so ingrained in our lives, that we do not even think
about it. We take in food and do work; too little food and we become faint and
cannot work. But we seldom think about the connection between food and our
ability to do daily work. We do hear and read that there is a daily recommended
food intake, "2000 Calories per day", but that means little. In physics terms, that
2000 Calories per day amounts to about "8 Megajoules" per day or as power-energy divided by time--about "100 Watts". We can think of ourselves as
generating from our food the power of a 100 Watt incandescent light bulb.3
It is hard to find out how much useful work we do based on our food intake. That
"useful work" is a physics concept, but another way to put it is that with a
recommended diet we can develop about 25 Watts of work--lifting things, digging
and the like, averaged over a day. So the body is, very roughly, about 25 percent
efficient: 25 Watts average useful work out of 100 Watts averaged food energy
intake. The rest, the remaining 75 Watts, is heat that our bodies dump to the
environment. 4
That 25 Watts of useful power from one human to do things seems pretty pathetic
when thought of as comparable to the small heat power produced by a small 25
Watt incandescent bulb. But it was the basis of all our civilizations. Early dynastic
Egypt depended on the work of about a million farmers, supporting a ruling class
of perhaps a thousand individuals (0.1 % of the total population). Thanks to the
abundance of the annual Nile floods and sunlight, that 25 Watts useful work per
person produced enough food to enable other things: building ships and temples,
mining minerals, making furniture and houses--all the things that make a
civilization. Energy--food energy from sunlight--was the enabler.
Food energy in this form has been the enabler for a long time in human history.
This is even so for working domestic animals, that have to be fed. Perhaps the only
other enabler has been energy from wood-originally used to cook our food, then to

harden clay pots and smelt minerals. It took a long time to move beyond the
simplest energy sources.
Our modern energy enablers are only in part energy from our food and wood
generated by sunlight, water and soil nutrients. Most of our energy now is from
cheap fossil carbon. We will see just what this means later on. Surprisingly, our
modern energy that is mostly from fossil carbon has something in common with
ancient energy from foodstuffs. Most of the energy we generate from fossil carbon
is lost as wasted heat, very little--a quarter to a third--goes to useful work. That is
not so different from the efficiency of our bodies at turning the energy in food into
work.
The usual way of saying this is that the fossil carbon is "primary energy" and what
ends up as work that is really useful to us is "useful energy". Again, this is a
quarter or a third of the primary energy.
We can think of modern energy or power use as if it multiplies the work capacity
of an individual human. We will see shortly just what this means numerically. For
the moment, think of this in terms of characters in a fable by Tolkien, dwarves for
example. If a dwarf works for us and takes in the same food energy as a person and
is comparably efficient at turning that into work, our energy use is "as if" each of
us had a team of dwarves working for us (disregarding the gold we have to pay the
dwarves to work at all). The surprising thing is that, in energy terms, each of us has
about a hundred such imaginary dwarves working for us. This includes everything,
the entire process of making a civilization--making houses, cars, running cities,
everything. There is a big gap between our resources, seen this way, and the
resources of, say, early dynastic Egypt. Those million farmers worked individually,
lived in easily built mud homes, ate onions and porridge and dried fish and they
built over generations what we see the remains of today. All that on 25 watts
average power in the form of work or 100 Watts "primary energy" expressed as
power. We have much more today.
Thanks to the abundance of the continent and the discoveries of the early industrial
revolution, Americans started off with a huge advantage in energy or power that

enabled building an industrial society.

Chapter 2-Our First Enabler: Americas Wood
Energy Era
Wood as our primary energy source rose with the nation and its industry and then
declined with the rise of coal energy. This is America’s first rise and fall of a
carbon energy source.5 6
The industrial revolution in America developed in a very different way than that in
Great Britain. Our industry was based on wood energy, theirs on coal. Great Britain
began the early middle ages with great forests. Even before the industrial
revolution their forests were cut for energy and the land used for farming. The
forest land left was inadequate to produce wood simply to burn for energy. Now
scarcer wood became too expensive for that. So Great Britain turned to coal.
When Europeans arrived here, there were vast forests as the ideal source for
everything built--housing, ships, wagons, tools. And wood was almost the only
energy source for home heat and industry. (I once lived in a very old Midwest
house that had a wood fireplace in every room!) This resource was ideal--most of
the descendants of Europeans who now call themselves Americans lived close to
their most important resource, wood. Roads were scarce and bad. It was difficult to
transport anything very far. Wood meant that even small communities could be
energy independent and industry could develop anywhere.
We did have abundant energy from flowing water, but it was not as convenient as
wood.
We no longer appreciate the amazing utility of wood beyond its value for making
things. Wood could be directly used for heat to drive steam engines.7 When wood
is heated without air we get gasses that can be burnt for light or heat. Other
byproducts of this can be condensed and become a resource for making chemical
compounds. The remainder is charcoal. Charcoal burns much hotter than wood
itself and makes it possible to smelt metals. The early American iron industry was

based on charcoal, not coal.
Our early iron industry needed lots of charcoal, therefore lots of wood. So it
became a distributed industry, located where wood was plentiful. The same
happened in other industries that needed to burn wood to fuel the steam engines
that ran factories. All this was ideal for an agricultural population that needed to be
spread out because food production was land and labor intensive. Wood was
perfect. Even early on, with bad roads and scarce rivers, very valuable products
such as iron stoves could be carried to distant communities by wagon or riverboat.
As an energy source, wood has limitations.8 It is most valuable as charcoal. And it
takes an immense amount of wood to make charcoal--ten tons of wood to produce
a ton of charcoal for the iron industry. A large town with an industry that needed
wood fired steam engines for energy could use a lot of wood as well. Steam
engines for lumber, steam engines for weaving mills, steam engines for grain mills,
the list goes on and on. Mills could be independent of water or wind power. (Water
power for engines was important up to about the time of the Civil War.)
Entire forests were needed to fuel a single large iron smelting plant. If you think of
the wood needed to heat your house in winter, you will not come close to
imagining how much wood even our early industries used. Tillman, mentioned in
an earlier note, gives the example of one New Jersey iron plant that used 20,000
acres of forest as a resource for charcoal, harvesting 1000 acres per year. 9 This fact
eventually spelled the decline of wood energy as wood became scarcer and more
expensive. At the same time, coal became cheaper.
It is an irony of the wood energy era that wood enabled early American railroads.
Railroads, once built, could efficiently replace poor quality roads.10 There is a
certain amount of iron in one of these old trains--the steam engine itself, the
running gear, the tracks, and so on. But the rest is wood--the locomotive cabin, the
railcars, the ties to support the rails and so on. And the fuel was wood. So an early
train could carry both manufactured products and raw materials, including wood,
to far off towns. This means that the train could also carry coal anywhere, and use
it as fuel as well. 11

The same is true of steam powered riverboats--most of the construction material
and the fuel was wood.
Eventually even the making of paper became based on wood. Originally, paper was
(and sometimes still is) made of clothing rags. During the century of wood, about
1770 to 1870, paper manufacturing became a wood based industry. Paper making
is a very efficient use of wood--wood for paper and wood residue for fuel in the
paper making process. (The main use of wood energy is, even today, in paper
manufacture.)
The nation grew rapidly thanks partly to wood for things and energy. There were
about 5 Million European-Americans in 1800, 13 Million in 1830, 31 Million in
1860. The use of wood energy peaked about 1875 when the population was around
40 Million. We need some idea of what this peak wood energy use amounted to.
Let us use the idea of a 'meta', the metabolic (food) energy intake of a single person
in a year. In 1875 the energy use per year in America amounted to about 25 'metas'
per person.12 That is, the wood energy use per person amounted to about 25 times
his or her metabolic food intake energy. This is actually astonishing, because the
number for today is about 100 'metas' per person -- only four times greater.
(Elsewhere in industrial countries the number is closer to 50 metas.)
America in 1875 was actually a very energy intensive nation. We usually do not
think of this, but energy use per person has not really increased that much over the
last 140 years.
It is simple to figure out just how many people could be supported at the modern
energy use of 100 'metas' per person, but only using wood energy at the 1875 rate.
The number would then be a quarter of the 1875 population, or about 10 Million
people. This rate of wood energy use could never have got us to a population of
300 Million.
As the population increased and energy use went up, something had to give. There
was not enough wood energy. There had been other sources of energy for a long

time, mainly coal. But wood was cheap for a long time. Even in 1870 three times
as much wood was used nationally for energy as coal. Long before that, coal was
cheap only if you lived near a coal mine. But railroads used coal for fuel and
railroads often quickly set up their own coal mines. Then railroads could carry
coal--their own or others'-- around the country. And wood was rapidly becoming
more valuable to make things with than as a fuel to burn. The price of wood rose
and the price of coal dropped. By 1885 the energy use of the nation was about half
coal and half wood. By about 1900-1910 the wood energy era was over. 13
Wood energy was the first rise and fall of an energy enabler in the nation.
With wood for energy, it was unthinkable to power a steamship across the Atlantic
ocean. It was the transition to coal that made the steamship possible.
If you look around most American cities today, you will see very many wood
houses. Where I live the houses were mostly built from 1880 to 1920 and their
construction depended on the remaining forests at that time, as home construction
does today.14 Wood became much too valuable to just burn over a century ago. The
age of coal energy in America began.

Chapter 3-William Jevons and the Rise and Fall
of British Coal
The story of the rise and fall of fossil energy begins with William Jevons and
British coal. Jevons' great insight is with us today in a somewhat changed form, as
we will see. He was probably the first to formulate the idea that as the economy
grows, the demand for energy resources grows. And during the industrial
revolution, the demand for British coal grew exponentially. Jevons described this
growth in terms of the total coal resource and the exponentially rising production
rate. He foresaw that accessible British coal could be exhausted, and not in a
thousand years, as some thought in his time, but in only a century. And that has
happened. Britain produces hardly any coal today.
Jevons accomplished amazing things in a short 46 year life. He was a young assay
expert for the Australian gold mines, he wrote an early book on logic and designed
a surviving kind of logic typewriter (he may have been the first to realize that logic
operations can be computerized), he was one of the founders of modern
mathematical economics, and he was the person who first understood, in 1865, that
British coal would, in a century or so, be exhausted. Before Jevons, nobody
thought that.
Before describing Jevons' discovery and its implications for us, let us tour the
background of what interests us here, American coal resources.

Background: American Coal
Among William Jevons insights, he saw clearly that American had vast coal
deposits very unlike those in Britain. Theirs were seams of coal in slanted rock,
much of it leading down thousands of feet in the earth. Ours was, in the Eastern
U.S., like that--coal mines led deep into the earth. But most of our coal was in
nearly flat land, easily mined. These vast western coal deposits were noticed early,

by Lewis and Clark. Even today, driving along the Lewis and Clark trail, you can
for miles follow exposed coal seams five or ten feet thick. We have so much coal
that these seams are not even worth mining.
Coal is harder to get at than is wood; coal has to be mined and coal deposits have
to be big enough for mining to be cheap.
But America shifted from wood to coal--why did this happen, apart from the
shortage of cheap wood for energy? The reason is surprising: American coal was
abundant because of bogs, ancient bogs-huge bogs, as large as many of our states.
These vast bogs are long gone. Three hundred million years ago, bogs were
common in what is now the United States and Europe; both lay along the equator
then. Ocean, lake levels and river estuaries rose and fell, plants lived and died and
the bogs they grew in became huge reservoirs of peat--plant matter that could not
decay in the acid and mostly oxygen free bogs. Peat becomes coal when buried,
given enough time.
Where the ancient bogs were located is now dry land, sometimes even
mountainous land. Those ancient bogs turned with time, the compression of rock
above them, and heat into coal.
Now most of our coal deposits are in vast fields, but some of them are smallish
fields, even in Iowa, not far south of where I live. These American coal fields are
everywhere. Some of them are now parts of the much eroded Appalachian
mountains where mankind is now doing quickly what nature once did slowly:
eroding the tops of mountains for their valuable coal. Those mountaintops were
once coal forming bogs.
So why did it take so long for us to exploit such an abundant resource, replacing
wood energy? Looking back, it is hard to say why. But graphs of coal energy
replacing wood energy do seem to tell the story. Like many things in our lives,
abundant coal replaced wood in a time of decades, about the working life of a
person.

We are so used to what we are told is the "rapid advance of technology" that we do
not pause to realize that this supposed rapid advance is mostly not true. Just as one
example, I could have written this book using a word processing program, called
"WordStar" that ran on a "Z-80" kit computer some of my children and I built in
1982. That word processing program worked very well, but this book is being
written on a couple of modestly fancier programs in 2014, 32 years later; my main
program is really just WordStar plus a computer mouse. So much for the rapid
advance of technology; sometimes advances flood our economy quickly but mostly
they do not. Coal did not, and when it was replaced for many uses by oil and gas,
that transition was not fast, either.
About 1870 coal gave us about a third of the energy got from wood. It took until
1900 for this to be reversed, with coal providing about three times the energy got
from wood. In 1920 oil delivered about a fifth or less of the energy from coal, and
oil energy did not reach that from coal until 1950. Both of these transitions were
slow, as were other energy shifts. 15
By 1900, coal provided 90 percent of our energy 16, oil, gas and water the
remaining 10 percent. It is hard to find data on just how this coal energy was
distributed in our economy, but by 1930 railroads and home and industrial heating
and steel manufacture amounted to almost two thirds of all coal use. Almost none
of our electricity was generated by coal 17.
Even today, in older communities, you can often see cast iron doors in the
foundation walls of houses. Once, they were for a chute to the coal storage space in
the basement that was near the household coal furnace. It was once "modern" to
heat houses with coal rather than wood. Coal was easy to deliver and store,
compared to wood. A central furnace was much more energy efficient than wood
fireplaces, but much messier. Handling coal is a dirty job for a homeowner and it
burns dirty, polluting city air. Household cooking with coal is very labor intensive
compared to wood.
Coal for home use, mainly heat, was not supplanted quickly. Even in 1950, almost
a third of home heat was from coal. But coal was mostly gone for this purpose by

1960.
A very important advantage of coal was that the same process that produced the
high carbon "coke" for making steel (as charcoal had been used earlier) also
produced gasses that could be piped to homes and used for lighting and, later, even
for cooking. Through the 1930's many homes and other buildings used this "town
gas" or "syngas" for light. This gas was a mixture of carbon monoxide, a deadly
poison, and hydrogen. But it was popular because it allowed homes to be properly
lit and cooking with a town gas stove was far easier than with coal. Unfortunately,
stoves based on town gas were dangerous because of the carbon monoxide, and
they were used even after electric lighting became common. Our modern worries
over carbon monoxide poisoning would have seemed odd to a household that daily
used such a stove.
The use of coal for home and business heating produced terrible air pollution in
cities. It is hard to absorb the scale of the deaths this pollution caused 18. And the
byproducts of coal gasification to make town gas pollute the ground in cities today.
Only recently has it become clear that there is a new form of coal pollution in the
carbon dioxide given off by coal fired electric plants.
It was coal that made possible the expansion of our railroads, the growth of our
steel industry and everything that followed from those two. Even today, we
produce a billion tons of coal per year or about three tons for each one of us. If you
note that a compact car weighs about a ton, it is clear that this is a lot of coal. And
the amount we have used has not changed much since 1920 (it is only a little
higher now). Over 90 percent of the coal we mine today is used to produce
electricity, a vast change from even 1930.19
It is hard to imagine that our vast coal reserves can ever be significantly used up.
But this is not so, as the British learned long ago.

The Rise and Fall of British Coal

Now we return to William Jevons and British coal.
The key elements to our own industrial revolution were made in Britain. The most
important single key was the steam engine, run, in Britain, by coal. The British
needed to use coal; already two hundred years before our nation was founded, they
had run low on wood for energy. But coal was a mostly local source, got from
nearby mines and those in coal country. Coal mines got deeper and deeper, about
seven hundred feet by the time of the American Revolution. But coal production
was, by later standards, not very impressive--a few million tons per year or about a
ton per person. That was enough to start the revolution, not enough to drive it. Coal
was early on mined mostly by hand by men, women and children. Later using
horses to lift coal out of coal pits, and pump out water. It was not enough. The
french engineer Carnot said that without the steam engine to enable coal mines, the
British could not have powered their industrial revolution.
Demand for coal was high--it was used, as "coke", in steel making a generation
before our nation was founded. It was the steam engine that made the vast and
rapid expansion of British prosperity. From Thomas Newcomen's first engine to the
revolutionary engines of James Watt took fifty years.20 After Watt, everything
became possible--engines to lift coal out of mines, pump water out of them, and,
eventually, to power industry, ships and locomotives. Coal gave coal gas or "town
gas" for cooking, heat and light.21 By the time of our civil war, Britain produced
almost four tons of coal per person, about forty of our 'metas' per person. Wood
energy was long in the past. Britain had become the world's most prosperous and
powerful nation, powered by coal. Energy use per person was near what it is now
in Britain.
Coal in Britain was unique. As in America, coal was the transformed residue of
plants buried in ancient bogs and turned into peat and then coal. But in Britain the
flat bogs had turned into rock and this rock had been tilted with the ages. The bogs
were, for the most part, now thin seams of coal that extended deep into the earth.22
The coal bearing parts of Britain are now covered with meandering seams exposed
at the surface. Over the nineteenth century, geology became a science and it
became possible to figure out how much coal there was, all the way down the

seams to the lowest part that could be reached by the deepest mines.
The results were gratifying--Britain had a lot of coal. One estimate, by the
geologist Edward Hull in 1864, was that there were 80 billion tons of coal, if you
counted all the seams down to two feet thick and extending to a depth below the
surface of four thousand feet. This is too vast a number to be comprehended, but
Hull pointed out that at the yearly production, at that time, of about 80 million tons
of coal,there was enough to last a thousand years. The future of the British empire
was safe.
By this time a few people had noticed that coal production and use was increasing
yearly. But the implications of this were not quite clear. But it was plain to William
Jevons, and his 1865 book, "The Coal Question" is a marvel. Jevons was the first to
realize that if the production of coal did not increase arithmetically (by a fixed
amount per year), but rather geometrically (by a constant factor per year), then
British coal would be exhausted in about a hundred years, not a thousand years as
thought at the time. We would today think of this as exponential growth exhausting
a finite resource. And Jevons was, after a fashion, right about this. Britain now
produces very little coal.
Jevons was making what we now would call a "projection" of future coal use. He
gave only rough results and depended on a key assumption: that the factor increase
per year in coal use would continue into the future. This was not a scientific
prediction but rather a scenario to indicate roughly what could happen.
There were two big uncertainties in Jevons work on coal. He needed to know how
much there was. So he went into the then current estimates and settled on roughly
Hull's 80 billion tons. But this estimate (there were later ones) was only correct if
Hull was right that seams down to two feet thick extending four thousand feet
below the surface could be mined 23. But to figure out how long this coal
"resource" of 80 billion tons would last, Jevons needed to discover the rate of
increase of coal production for the long term and add it all up. He settled on 3.5%
increase per year. This means that the amount mined in a year is 1.035 times that
mined the year before.24 We often say "it adds up" but in this case we should say "it

multiplies up"; 1.035 does indeed multiply up, year after year. After a hundred
years it multiplies up to about a factor 30 greater production; or production doubles
in about 20 years, and doubles again after the next 20 years.
William Jevons was the first to see that 80 billion tons of coal--actually mineable
coal, not fantasy coal too deep to get at--might only last 100 years. Some of his
numbers later got corrected a bit, but the essence remained. The last chapter of
Jevons book is a reflection on the need to think ahead in the face of this
exponential growth, thinking that did not happen. Jevons was first celebrated then
largely ignored, coal production in Britain grew, went through convulsions and
declined. But Britain was fortunate: oil and gas energy intervened, mostly oil
energy got thanks to the military power of the empire built on coal.
We know what happened to British coal; the story is probably over now. Mines
never got regularly down to four thousand feet. Seams two feet thick did not
regularly get mined out. It just got too difficult, risky and expensive. Thanks to
David Rutledge at Cal Tech 25 we have a modern survey. Coal production did rise
geometrically, as Jevons projected. But it did not go on rising exponentially until
the mineable coal was all gone and then crash; production reached a peak about
World War I and then slowly declined to a tiny value now. The total amount that
got mined (27 million tons) was only a fraction of Hull's 80 billion tons. What
actually got mined was a third of Hull's value. (And even a smaller fraction of
more fanciful estimates of the recoverable coal.)
It seems that when a resource is finite, forcing estimates of what can be actually
got out, the estimates can tend to be optimistic. And the error is only discovered
very late. This is happening to us today.
Here is a good question concerning British coal: if they had been more desperate,
with no oil to replace coal, could Britain have extracted more coal than they did?
After all, the British navy converted from coal to oil by WWI, and British
transportation became dominated by oil, not coal. Was the decline of coal
production, particularly after 1960, driven by difficult geology and insupportable
cost or was it driven by competition against cheaper imported coal and by oil?

Whatever the reason, there might be another 5 or so billion tons to be got at great
cost and risk, but a glance at the plot of coal production by Rutledge makes it very
unlikely that coal production will rise by much, no matter the future desperation
for coal energy. After all, it took Britain almost 200 years to mine 27 billion tons. It
is not very likely that the improvements in mining technology will change this
much. Technology advances on a time scale of decades, not years.
Recently, Rutledge pointed out that German high quality hard coal production is
now headed down also. (Germany also has much lower quality “soft coal”.) And
the total accessible mined German hard coal is, as with Britain, a small fraction of
the early estimates of the resource. This is significant, as Rutledge points out,
because the German government heavily subsidizes coal production. So the small
fraction of the initial estimates that actually gets mined is mostly due to
increasingly difficult geology, not simply competition from other energy sources.
So what is Britain to do? North Sea oil and gas production are also headed down.
Oil and gas, and likely coal as well, will have to be mostly imported. If world
exports of oil and gas head down, Britain will be in a pickle. They need 40-50
'metas' of energy per person; where this is going to come from is not clear. Even if
new coal mining technology were to allow mining 5 billion additional tons over the
remainder of this century, the contribution to Britain's energy needs would be
small.
Our interest here is not Britain but America. So why this diversion into British
coal? The reason is this: with British coal, we are dealing with a vital energy
resource of a whole industrial nation, not just some small region. And it is mostly
mined out. Early estimates of how much there was were very optimistic--three or
more times what was eventually produced. And, as it happened, coal production
rose very fast, starting in the 1830's or 1840's, peaked about 80 years later when
roughly half of the total had been mined. After this there was about 60 or so years
of decline as the coal got harder and more expensive to get at. We will see that this
same pattern has held for American oil production, at least until recently.
We will see that British coal and American oil are the prime examples of a vast

area using up a finite resource to the point where production becomes too small to
power a large nation. The same will happen with world fossil carbon.

Chapter 4-King Hubbert and the Rise and Fall
of American Oil
M. King Hubbert's lasting and famous contribution to the country was his
prediction of the eventual decline of U.S. oil production. Earlier in his career, as
mentioned earlier, he created the modern view of how oil migrates thru pores and
cracks in rock--he was the expert. That insight determines how much and how fast
we can recover oil from deep in the ground. Perhaps another feature of his
intellectual independence led Hubbert to help found an organization called
"Technocracy" out of the idea that engineers should control production, rather than
business managers.26 But the later part of his career was dominated by his claim
that fossil carbon energy, oil, gas and coal, would be a passing phase in human
history. So he famously projected that even world oil production would peak in
about the year 2000, if the trends of the time continued. This was in the 1970's and,
of course, trends did not continue. But his point-the eventual decline of world oil
and other fossil carbon sources-remains valid.27
All of this is based on Hubbert's analysis of U.S. (actually "lower 48") oil
production-that it would rise, reach a maximum and then decline. So let us again
look at some background.
The United States started its industrial revolution with advantages few other
countries have had. First were the vast wood resources of the nation. But in
addition we had roughly 30% of the world's entire coal energy resource, 10% of
the world's freely flowing oil resource and perhaps 5% of the world's natural gas
resource28. All this in a territory with a small but rapidly growing population. (We
had, in 1920 about 5% of the world's population, up from half that fraction in
1880.)
The ancient landscape of the country had, at one time, those vast bogs or swamps
that gave rise to coal. (This was when the present North America and European

continents were on the equator, and much hotter than present.) There were also
large areas of reefs and shallow ocean. Animals that died sometimes ended up in
parts of the ancient ocean with no oxygen, so they did not decay. Instead, after
being covered with sediment, forced down in the earth and heated, they gave rise
to oil and gas 29. We are the fortunate inheritors of that ancient geology.
The rise of the oil era in America follows an old pattern in time. Developments are
slow. In 1920 oil supplied about a tenth or somewhat more of the energy that coal
did for the nation--our main energy source was still coal. It took until 1950, thirty
years later, for oil energy to equal the energy we got from coal.
The rise of oil is the rise in the automobile and the truck. One carries people, the
other carries our economy. In 1920 an average American household contained
about four people and there was a single car, on average, for each two households.
Maybe your neighbor had one but you did not. By 1950 almost every household
had a car and, by 1980, two cars. And they were driven much more. The numbers
are hard to find, but the number of miles driven per person in 1920 must have been
very small. By 1980 it had reached over 7000 miles per year per person, more than
driving from one coast of the nation to the other and back.
In 1920 roads were bad and automobiles very unreliable; tire "blowouts" were
common and dangerous, being stranded because of an engine failure was
distressingly frequent. Very many Americans of that era did much of their own auto
repair. In my own family, regular head gasket replacement of our 1935 Oldsmobile
became a big event for a small child. Auto repair is now a big business requiring
experts, but an infrequent event for most of us, particularly when the miles
travelled per person is nearly 10,000 miles per person per year. Much of this travel
is on the interstate highway system built starting in 1956, about sixty years ago.
There was a time before that, when to get from the west coast to the midwest, you
drove on somewhat rough two lane highways interrupted briefly, far from any
town, by signs that might say "Chicago 1042 miles". (I have never forgotten that
sign.)
It took over thirty years to get from early automobile travel to even the beginnings

of the interstate highway system.
The growth of oil was driven by the automobile and truck. But oil was the
universal liquid energy. By weight, oil has over one and a half times as much
energy as coal when burned. Railroad locomotives and ships, laboriously fueled by
coal shoveled into furnaces by men, became automatic when the injection of fuel
oil into engines became possible. The range of railroads increased. Bigger engines
meant rapid transocean passenger ships. Oil is not only liquid energy, it can be
changed by chemistry. The result is tailored to whatever we want: gasoline for
automobiles, diesel for trucks, jet fuel for planes. Some of the heavy leftovers fuel
container ships and the rest ends up as heavy asphalt for roads. Oil is amazing
stuff.
The oil infrastructure of the nation is almost invisible--most of what we see are
gasoline stations. The fuel arrives from distant unseen refineries in trucks, seldom
during the busy parts of the day.
About three quarters of our oil consumption goes into transportation on land, air
and sea. The rest provides industry with feedstock for further chemical
manipulation, heat for homes, and other uses. We usually come in contact with oil
itself as a somewhat refined lubricant in our car engines. It is everywhere 30.
The development of oil production is not our story, you can find that in the book by
Kenneth Deffayes mentioned in a note, but over many decades more and more
technological inventiveness has gone into finding and extracting oil. It is very
valuable, profits are abundant and much of the profit can go into bettering the
technology of finding and getting oil. Without those decades of work by engineers
and geologists, it is not possible to have oil wells that dive vertically a mile, turn a
right angle and proceed as horizontal wells for miles. Deep sea oil drilling
platforms cost on the order of a half billion dollars and drill ten thousand feet of
rock in water a mile deep. Of course, we would not be going to such trouble if oil
remained abundant. But you have to drill for the oil that is there, not the oil that is
gone.

It is hard to find numbers for this, but a rough estimate of the total number of oil
and gas wells that have been drilled in the United States is likely a couple of
million. We know where the oil is, or rather where it was. The United States has
been very thoroughly explored for oil, and gas. Adding ten thousand or even a
hundred thousand new wells will change our production, just not by enough.
Natural gas is an energy newcomer. Natural gas wells have been drilled for a long
time, but the gas was used locally. There was not any good way to transport it.
After World War II, we had enough pipelines to carry natural gas (mostly the
compound methane) widely. It could even be stored in underground caverns and
pressurized pipelines for later use in winter. From 1945 the production of natural
gas hit its peak thirty years later and has been on a bumpy plateau since then. We
live now in a world where almost 90% of our primary energy comes from fossil
carbon: coal, oil and natural gas.
Natural gas became the primary source of heat for homes, businesses and
commercial property. This amounts to a third of the natural gas we consume.
Another third goes into production of electricity and the last third into industry.
Natural gas is the ideal first step in our chemical industries, and it provides most of
our nitrogen based fertilizer by means of a chemical operation where the carbon is
replaced (nearly) by nitrogen.
Coal use increased almost exponentially up to a peak somewhat after 1920,
slumped a bit in the next few decades, and is now about 50% greater than in 1920.
Our petroleum use also rose exponentially, reaching a peak about 1975, slumped
during the oil crises of the early 1980s and has been rising slowly since. There is
no indication of an increase like that in the years 1920-1975. It is even possible
that petroleum use has actually been on a bumpy plateau, down by 30% or so after
1975 and then up by the same amount. There has not been enough time to tell for
sure.
Natural gas also rose rapidly until about 1975 and has been on what looks like a
bumpy plateau since. The plateau seems to go up and then down by 15%.

So, since about 1975, our consumption of oil and gas is no longer rising
exponentially. Coal use has crept up due to the expansion of coal for electricity.
The age of development of our fossil fuel industries was mostly complete by 1975,
with important but incremental changes since then. 1975-1980 seems to have been
a sort of kink in our fossil fuel development.31

The Rise and Fall of American Oil
The era around 1975 is important for another reason. In 1970 production of crude
oil from the territory of the 48 states reached a peak and then started to decline.
The United States had been importing oil, but by 1975 imports shot up as our
production of oil dropped. Later, production only briefly rose due to Alaskan and
offshore Gulf of Mexico oil, then started dropping again. It continued to drop until
about 2011.32
Amazingly, the peaking and following decline of U.S. crude oil was predicted
about a dozen years before it happened. This is the famous "Hubbert Peak",
Hubbert’s lasting legacy, who predicted it33. (He was a Shell Oil geologist at the
time.)
Jevons had already in 1865 conjectured that British coal extraction would rise
exponentially for a long time and then stop. It appeared to be rising rapidly in the
decades before Jevons. As we saw, Jevons was probably the first to realize that,
although there was a lot of coal underlying Britain, not all of it could be mined at
an exponentially increasing rate. Coal production would stop abruptly when the
mineable coal had all been extracted. The key was to understand just how much
coal could be got, out of all the coal in the earth. We saw that Jevons used a very
optimistic estimate of the coal that could be mined, by the geologist Edward Hull.
Hubbert had a longer time scale to work with. It was clear by about 1950 that
British coal production was no longer increasing, but rather rose and fell. It was
not clear yet that this erratic behavior was part of an overall decline. The data was

just too bumpy. In the United States, the production of valuable hard "Anthracite"
coal in Pennsylvania had plainly gone down a lot by 1950, from a peak in 1919.34
But the reasons were unclear. At the least, Anthracite mining was expensive
compared to cheaper coal from elsewhere.
Hubbert was an experienced oil geologist. Oil had become very valuable by 1950;
it was the ideal fossil carbon. Once you drilled a well, the oil just flowed out, and it
flowed for a long time. Further expensive mining was not necessary, as for coal. So
a lot of wells had been drilled and total production was rising on a nice exponential
looking curve. Most important, the geology that gave rise to oil was becoming well
understood. In the years ahead, American oil geologists would discover much of
the world's oil, based on what they learned here.
But estimates of U.S. oil were erratic in the 1950's; Hubbert published his paper in
1956 in which he bracketed the total amount of crude oil that would ever be
recovered in the 48 states by 150 to 200 billion barrels, mentioned in an earlier
note. The best number today for the total recoverable “lower 48” oil is around 180
billion barrels, rising to over 200 billion if Alaska and deep water Gulf oil is
included35. It is important that Hubbert got so close to the correct number almost
sixty years ago, even though oil has gotten more valuable than ever.36
200 billion barrels, for the larger of his numbers, the total oil extraction over all
time--the area under Hubbert’s production bump--amounts to about 700 barrels per
person of the present population. If this were all gasoline (it is not), this would run
a typical American automobile, one per person, for less than forty years. 200
billion barrels is not really that much oil.
I want to postpone our further look at American coal and gas. A more interesting
question is: why was Hubbert so close to the correct number for oil? (He did, in
fact, miss the correct number for natural gas.) The answer is in the book by
Kenneth Deffayes and this is only a summary.
The oil itself is, again, the residue of once living things that died, fell to the bottom
of an ocean with no oxygen to cause decay. The layers of this matter is forced

down and heated by geology and becomes oil.
You may have seen pictures of oil shooting up from a well bore, a "gusher". It is
like water shooting straight up from a garden hose, driven by our household water
pressure. But where does the pressure behind a gush of oil come from? We know
that oil is light, it floats on water. The pressure in a well bore is mainly due to the
weight of overlying rock, a pressure much greater than the weight of oil in the well
bore. So the deep pressure forces the oil up, to the surface and beyond. Properly
managed, it forces oil through a pipeline also. But the deep earth is mostly rock, so
the oil has to flow thru apparently solid rock to get to the hole we have drilled. That
rock also has to contain the oil. But how? The oil is in small holes or spaces in the
rock, pores that are full of the oil. But pores holding oil are not enough. The oil has
to flow. So the pores have to be connected by tiny pathways. Then the oil can flow.
A drill hole thru fifty or a hundred feet of rock containing oil can cut enough of
these little pathways so that, given the huge pressure, oil flows into the well bore
and up. A gusher, or at least enough pressure to force oil thru a pipeline. There is
no pool of liquid oil down there, just a whole lot of connected holes with oil. That
the oil flows at all into a well is amazing. But it is just physics.
It is also just physics that the oil can only flow into the well if there are enough
small connections between the pores. Too few connections: not much oil flow. Lots
of connections: a gusher.
Both pores and connections between them in the rock are important. Pores alone
are no good. Volcanic pumice is a rock with large pores full of air and not
connected to one another. Pumice even floats and no water gets in to cause it to
sink.
That whole idea of oil flow due to the porosity and permeability of oil containing
rock was due to Hubbert, in 1940, as we saw. So he knew a lot about this.
There is a puzzle here, though. If the deep pressure can force oil that is much
lighter than rock to the surface, why is there any oil down there at all? Why has it
not already been forced up and lost? The answer is that an area of rock containing

those connected pores is underneath a layer of rock that has no pores, or at least no
connected ones. This layer can act like the lid on a pressure cooker: steam cannot
get out, even if it would with no lid. The solid rock layer keeps the oil in the earth.
The best layer is a domed one, so oil can collect over millions of years just
underneath the dome of rock deep in the earth.
So an oil resource in the ground needs special conditions: a source of the oil and a
cap rock to hold it in. The oil migrates up over a very, very long time to just under
the sealing cap rock and sits there. We drill into this area and oil flows up. The
amount of flow depends on two things: the amount of oil and how many
connections there are between the pores in the rock. Oil geologists refer to these
two things as "porosity" and "permeability". Flowing oil needs high permeability;
if this is low rather than high oil can still flow--over millions of years. But we need
it to flow in decades, not millions of years.
This geology is why Hubbert could get a reasonably accurate estimate of our
recoverable oil. The geology of cap rocks is special, drilling can find the oil. More
drilling can find out how extensive the oil field is. The porosity and permeability of
the rock can be measured. The result is an estimate not only of how much oil is in
the rock, but how much can be got out on a human time scale. Hubbert understood
this very well, and it led to his quite accurate estimate.
The amount of oil in the rock has an acronym, OOIP-original oil in place. The
fraction that can be got out is the "recovery factor". The important number is the
recovery factor, and it can vary a lot, depending on the oil containing rock. A rough
factor for recovery can be 15%, after which the pressure of the oil reservoir is too
low for oil to flow.37 It is now common to inject water thru special wells at high
pressure to force the oil to continue to flow. Sometimes the total fraction that can
be got this way reaches 30% or somewhat more. Since this water injection is now
common and some fields have a naturally high recovery, a not unreasonable overall
estimate of recovery is, say, a third of the OOIP. Getting more than this requires
either very permeable rock (Saudi Arabia has this sort of rock) or very expensive
tricks, tricks that often do not work well. See Kenneth Deffayes’ book for a critical
discussion of this issue by a real geologist.

The result of all this was that a reasonably good estimate of the recoverable oil in
the 48 states could be got already in the late 1950's. The eventual number was
about 150-200 billion barrels, as we saw. It also means that, given enough
exploration, an estimate can be made of the recoverable oil in the world. That
number turns out to be approximately a not unreasonable ten times the U.S.
original recoverable oil.
Hubbert's real contribution was to revisit the thinking that led to Jevon's
expectation of exponentially rising production until the resource was exhausted,
leading to a rapid crash in production. Hubbert's reasoning, very clearly expressed
in his original paper, was that total production over all time is equal to the total
original recoverable resource. This is, so far, Jevons' idea. What is new is his idea
that production at the beginning is small and at the end it is small-so it is
reasonable to expect a bump in production of oil per year in between the start and
the end. The area under this bump is the total production of oil added up over all
time. A roughly symmetrical bump, maybe with a long tail towards the end, is a
reasonable guess. That was the real innovation that went beyond Jevons: a bump in
production, not rapid rise and a crash. This production bump idea worked
historically for Anthracite coal in Pennsylvania (see the note on this). But it is a
guess--one that turned out to work very well for oil and even some other cases.
This is completely unlike Jevons' idea and has dominated the extraction of finite
resources ever since.
One way of looking at Hubbert's bump idea is that extraction of oil rises
exponentially for a time. Eventually oil extraction gets more difficult, expensive
and slower. And “slower” means that production declines, but never actually stops.
(Or: we never run out of oil, it just starts flowing too slowly to run a nation solely
on it.)
Hubbert predicted a maximum of oil production in the 48 states around 1970, and
production did start dropping after that. Even an increase in drilling did not stop
the decline. The decline in total American oil production did stop briefly when
Alaskan and Gulf of Mexico oil came on line, but then it resumed its downward

path. After all these years, and the drilling of perhaps millions of wells,
conventional oil production-what Hubbert was estimating-is still declining.
Hubbert was right.
With the decline in American oil production after 1970 came the rise in our use of
imported oil. In 2014, our oil use was about half domestic oil and half imported.
Total yearly use is roughly 6.5 billion barrels per year or about 20 barrels of oil per
person.
The only, quite recent, change has been the quite unconventional famous "shale
oil", sometimes called "light tight oil". There are many estimates of how much this
will contribute to total American oil production over all time (that 200plus billion
barrels). The result is: not much 38.
It may be hard to accept, but once the "shale oil" boomlet is over, our oil
production will resume its decline. Domestic production in 2100 might be as low
as one million barrels per day, about a twentieth of our present use of oil.39

Chapter 5-The Continuing Story of American
Coal
Coal production in the U.K. showed a bump: a rapid rise and a maximum and then
declining coal extraction. This is not what happened with our coal. We have been
on a bumpy plateau of coal production for a long time.
While oil use grew a lot, starting in the 1920's, that increase was mostly due to the
automobile. Coal energy continued to power most of the economy until well after
WWII. Starting after the war, coal use for railroads, heating and other uses started
down. Coal use for electricity generation was less than its use for home and
business heating. By 1950 coal use had fallen drastically--no more coal fired
locomotives, home heating was starting to use natural gas. By 1960 the big change
had set in. Coal now fired electric generation plants; home and business heat and
railroads hardly used any coal. The remaining coal use was heat for steel
manufacture and continuing small usage. A new coal era had begun: coal for
electricity.
Thirty years after the end of WWII (that time scale of 30 years again!) electricity
from coal was a bigger business than coal had ever been in the first half of the
century. And it kept growing. Almost all the coal mined today goes to our huge
electric utility plants.
The miasma that cities suffered in the days of coal for heating returned in the form
of emissions from coal electric power generation. Now the problem was sulfur in
the coal. Ash and small particles could be captured, but sulfur came in the form of
sulfur dioxide gas. It ended up as acid rain. The result was regulation and the
growth of technology to remove the sulfur dioxide gas. It also opened up large
scale coal mining in the West, with its low sulfur coal.
There appears to be no clear end to the use of coal for electricity, apart from its
malign influence on global climate and the limits on our coal resource.

But what is the coal resource of the United States? What is the amount of coal that
can eventually be mined?
Coal resources have varied a lot over the years. One publication of the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) in 1917 put the total amount of coal originally in
roughly two foot seams down to a depth of 3000 feet (an estimate reminiscent of
that for Britain) at 3540 billion tons (so-called "short tons", about 0.9 metric tons
or "tonnes")40 Compare this to the early British coal estimate of 80 billion tons--the
U.S. estimate was over forty times larger! (The British also had at one time fanciful
large estimates even beyond the 80 billion tons used here.) But by 2009 this U.S.
original source estimate had shrunk to less than 200 billion short tons, still more
than the British coal resource. Still large, this has enabled us to extract coal for a
much longer time than was possible in the U.K.
If one looks up other estimates of the original recoverable resource, and there are
many, most of them correspond to numbers around 120 billion tons to 250 billion
tons41. The range is large 42.
The Energy Watch Group, mentioned in an endnote, gives our cumulative coal
production up to 2005 as about 62 billion tons, at or close to half the original
recoverable estimates. This is around the value--half the originally recoverable-that a Hubbert type curve would start to turn over and production would start to
decline.
At present, the large amount of estimated coal is not really what we can expect to
get at current costs and prices. An estimate of what we can actually get out of the
ground is, again by the USGS, 28 billion short tons, or about 28 times present
yearly coal production. What is not at all clear is how much we can expect to get if
coal prices go up enough--just how close we can get to those large numbers.
Remember, the British only got out of the ground a third of the 80 billion tons
estimate that Jevons used.
One new thing about the recent estimates is that they attempt to include some

information about how much could be mined at higher prices than now. 43 A very
rough guess might imply that three or more times the presently economically
recoverable coal might be got at three or more times the present price. This, if
believable, would increase the USGS estimate of economically recoverable coal
somewhat. The end result might be close to the lower estimate by David Rutledge
of 117 billion tons ultimately recoverable over all time.
Most future coal extraction cost estimates are likely far too low. There are a
number of reasons for this. One is that present coal extraction costs are rising far
faster than general inflation. The resource expert Heinberg quotes an increase of
7.7% per year or over a factor 4 over 20 years. Another reason is that at present,
large strip mining machines are electrically powered by connection to the electrical
grid, while the trucks used are powered by diesel fuel. Diesel fuel is certain to
become scarce in the future, and electricity much more expensive. Coal is, of
course cheap at present 44. But it is unlikely that tripling the price will produce
much more than three times as much future coal.
My own inclination is to lean towards Rutledge's estimate of the "ultimate" amount
of coal produced, somewhere in the range of 117-135 billion tons; this includes
coal already produced. Jean Laherrere has a Hubbert style plot of coal production
for ultimates of 150 billion tons and 300 billion tons. There are also recent
projections of coal production by others45. An estimate from the Energy Watch
Group, the one that they think reasonable, is similar 46.
Most projections show a peak in coal production before 2050. Some have a later
peak because they include a bigger estimate of recoverable coal in states such as
Montana.
These projections all depend on Hubbert’s idea, of course.
Notice that if we could keep coal production below 1 billion tons per year, our coal
could last well into the next century. The plots in the endnotes all assume that
energy demand will keep coal extraction rising to a peak somewhere around mid
century and then dropping off to the end of the century. Maybe we do not want

this, but would prefer to mine less coal more slowly.
All these estimates are for a number of coal grades but exclude what is called
"lignite", the lowest grade of coal 47. We have a lot of lignite, much of it in North
Dakota. Even strip mining for better grades of coal will take up a lot of the land in
Wyoming and Montana. Strip mining the lignite in North Dakota would be a vast
enterprise. It seems unlikely to ever happen. But it would be well to keep in mind
that we are not desperate yet.

Chapter 6-The Rise and Eventual Fall of
American Natural Gas
Natural gas, mostly the compound methane, is the final result of the breakdown of
complex oil molecules in the deep hot earth. Methane is one carbon atom and four
hydrogen atoms. When we burn methane, much of the energy released comes from
burning the hydrogen, not carbon. So there is less carbon dioxide produced than
from burning coal. This is why natural gas is popular as a fuel. Unfortunately, it is
a gas and not a liquid. So it is much more difficult to use than oil or oil's fuel
products gasoline and diesel.
Right now, natural gas is used largely for industry, including the manufacture of
chemicals such as fertilizer, electricity generation, and home and commercial
heating.
The most efficient use of natural gas is just for heat--90% or more of the energy in
the gas can be turned into useful home or commercial heat. Industrial use is also
efficient, but using natural gas to make electricity wastes almost 60% of the energy
as unused heat. Using natural gas to power vehicles is even more inefficient.
How much natural gas do we have? Again, there are two parts to this question:
first, how much is there in total and second, what fraction can we actually get out
of the ground on our human timescale? Both of these questions are very hard to
answer.
Natural gas occurs almost everywhere deep in the ground as a breakdown product
of other fossil carbon--oil and even coal. And it is a gas, at least at the surface of
the earth. Coal cannot migrate in the earth at all, oil can migrate into geological
traps. Natural gas can move easily in most rocks, and the estimates of how much
there is have changed a lot over time. The sort of early good estimates Hubbert
used for American oil can go far wrong when used for natural gas.

The problem of our natural gas resources is made more difficult by the units we
use--cubic feet of gas at normal pressure and temperature. This is what is delivered
in gas pipes to our homes. Cubic feet is a small unit and the amounts of gas are
then huge in this unit. Another unit, one we see on natural gas bills, is the "therm",
expressed in another hard to understand unit, the "British Thermal Unit" or BTU.
This is not a unit of volume but of energy 48. It would be good if these units would
all go away, replaced by an energy unit, the Joule. But that will not happen.
Natural gas is found almost everywhere. Any reasonably porous rock will allow
gas to migrate, either out of the rock or into a well bore. To be trapped in rock at
the high pressures underground means some sort of less permeable rock to hold the
natural gas in. Otherwise it will migrate to the surface and dissipate in the air. It is
simplest to think of two sorts or natural gas containing rock: "reasonably porous"
and "hardly porous at all". The former can then deliver "conventional gas" and the
latter "unconventional gas". 49
So how much natural gas does the United States have? We need to start with a
number that is known, not estimated. So let us pick the amount of natural gas that
has been sold since 1900. Our Energy Information Administration (EIA) in the
Department of Energy publishes this on the web. Adding up their numbers, the
total we have used up to 2013 is 1220 tcf ("tcf" is "trillions of cubic feet", trillion
being ten to the power 12 or one thousand billion.).50
In energy units 1000 tcf is roughly the same as the energy in 172 billion barrels of
oil. So we have, in energy terms, used about the same amount of natural gas as oil,
about 70 barrels equivalent oil each per person of the present population. The
amount of natural gas we have already used now makes some sort of sense. We
have used already a lot of it. Our problem later will be to find estimates of how
much we had originally and how much remains.
The amount of natural gas we use per year varies, it is now about 24 tcf per year.
This corresponds, in the same energy units, to about 11 million "barrels of oil
equivalent" per day. We can compare this to our oil use, presently about 18 million
barrels per day. 51 (Some of this gas is imported.)

Back to our question: how much is there and how long will it last? If we look up
numbers in the CIA World Factbook, it quotes 'proved reserves' of 330 tcf. This is
about 14 years of natural gas use, and neither the use nor the reserves number have
changed much since 1970. So this 'proved reserves' number is not of much use to
us. We want to know how much there is, think of "Original Gas In Place" and the
fraction that can be recovered. It is a bit surprising, but this is essentially
impossible to find. 52
What we do have are estimates of the total of "technically recoverable" natural gas
for the whole United States. These are estimates collected from natural gas
industry sources, not from independent geologists. I like to characterize such
numbers as "not too large to be provably false". They are numbers that natural gas
company CEO's like. They are almost certainly overestimates. The currently
circulating number, from the "Potential Gas Committee" is 2700 tcf (to two
significant figures). This is the source of the often heard statement that we have
"100 years" of natural gas (2700 tcf over 24 tcf per year)53 Of course this refers to
remaining natural gas, not the original amount. Remember, we have already used
about 1220 of these “tcf” units, to be compared to the just quoted 2700 “tcf”.
But is this number meaningful? There are a lot of problems and questions
concerning natural gas estimates. First, what does "technically recoverable" mean?
It is possible that the estimate is wrong. If correct, the estimate presumably means
that if you drill enough wells this amount can be got out of the ground, maybe at a
cost that we could never afford.
It is hard to know what to believe. We have to look at a number of sources. There
does seem to be one thing that a number of sources accept. That is that the supply
of "conventional gas" has been declining for some time. This is the conclusion
from an EIA plot (although they break up unconventional gas into a number of sub
categories)54
There are good reasons to think that the production of conventional gas is declining
and will continue to decline. Jean Laherrere has made an interesting plot of

conventional gas discoveries (not production) superimposed on a production plot.
What he has done is to shift the discovery data in time to roughly match the
production data. They look similar, and the implication is that conventional natural
gas production is going to decline quite a lot in the coming years. 55
This leaves "unconventional gas", which is mostly the now much discussed "shale
gas". So how much of this is there and how much can we actually recover? This is
another difficult to answer question. As of 2014 we have the Energy Information
Agency value of the 'unproved technically recoverable' shale gas for the whole
U.S. of 482 tcf.56 To this should be added the existing proved reserves of shale gas
of 129 tcf. So a total of 611 tcf is at least a number we can deal with. Remember,
not all of this will be actually recovered.
Added up, there might be a few hundred tcf of recoverable conventional gas and
about 600 tcf of shale gas. How long might this last?
The only projection of actual gas production that I know of up to 2013 is due to
Jean Laherrere. He uses a total recovery over all time of 2000 tcf, of which 1250
tcf is conventional gas and 750 tcf shale gas. (Laherrere considers conventional gas
to be everything but shale.) Of the conventional, there is very roughly 150 tcf left
to recover. This is not inconsistent with the MIT study mentioned in an endnote, so
conventional gas production should decline sharply. To this, Laherrere adds a now
traditional "Hubbert Peak" of 750 tcf shale gas. The result is a decline in U.S. gas
production after 2020 57
After this was written, in late 2014, a report was referenced in the media by Tad
Patzek and his collaborators at the University of Texas that appears to me to agree
roughly enough with Jean Laherrere. I have not found an actual publication.
Putting this all together, what is the future of American natural gas? It is uncertain
but very likely not good. We are often told that there will be a lot of domestic
natural gas, enough to replace coal in electricity generation, fuel truck fleets and
railroads.58 There is no actual evidence that any of this is true.

A likely future for us is rising prices to keep up production and, after a decade or
so, actual declines in U.S. production.59 We can still import Canadian natural gas,
which may help if there is enough of it so the Canadians want to export gas. We
can also import what is called 'liquified natural gas', carried in ships. (Remember,
the rest of the world has perhaps twenty times as much natural gas as we do.)
Liquified natural gas has its problems, so it is possible that producers will instead
chemically convert it to methanol, which is valuable as a fuel and is likely easier to
ship.60

Chapter 7-Falling off the Plateau: World Oil to
2100
We have seen the decline in U.S. oil production, with a significant but likely brief
increase due to shale oil. Once the more abundant deposits of shale oil are
extracted, the overall decline will resume.
But what of world oil? Right now, world crude oil, less the recent U.S. increase, is
on a production plateau. It has been on that plateau for nine years now. Will we fall
off the plateau, and when?
By the time of his 1956 prediction, it was possible for Hubbert, based on oil
geology, to bracket the total amount of recoverable oil in the "lower 48" states. His
range was 150 to 200 billion barrels of oil, as we saw. This is the total amount that
he expected could be recovered over all time. We now know to about ten percent
accuracy what the right number is. For the whole U.S. it is 200 billion barrels,
probably fifteen or twenty percent more than that, once Alaska, offshore andU.S.
"shale oil" and expensive last gasp recovery methods in old oil fields are included.
A fifteen or twenty percent range is pretty good. It was even remarkable that the
final result for the lower 48 was in the range of the 1956 estimates.
By 1971 Hubbert was confident that the similar range for world oil was 1350 to
2100 billion barrels. That was over 40 years ago. This led him to predict a peak in
world oil production in about 1990 for the lower amount or 2000 for the greater
amount. This was based on the increase in production up to 1971; we all know that
that changed with the oil crises of the late 1970's and early 1980's. Hubbert himself
said that these developments could delay the peak, as has happened. What is not
usually remarked is that the range of 2100 billion barrels to 1350 billion barrels is
large, but the resulting peak is only delayed by about ten years when using the
larger versus the smaller amount61
Much of what has happened in the last forty years has increased the fog of

confusion surrounding this peak, without changing the substance. This is not the
place for detailed history, but we do need to keep a number of things in mind. All
of these have been explored by independent writers, most notably in
"theoildrum.com", whose archives are open to searches on the Web. The remainder
of this chapter is put in the form of questions that you might think to ask. You can
check answers by following in the archives of theoildrum.com.

(1) What is Oil?
We, that is, the public, know what this means. But writers on oil often do not. "Oil"
is the black liquid that flows easily at room temperature and, when a new well is
completed, sometimes produces a "gusher", a giant spray of oil. This is what makes
oil so incredibly valuable. It flows easily, runs thru pipelines and into large tanker
ships, over the ocean and into our refineries and, at the end, into our autos and
trucks as gasoline and diesel. It is the vast flows of this oil that matter to us. 62
Alas, this real oil ("crude oil") gets mixed up in many people's minds with other
stuff that comes out of wells, and even stuff that does not come out of wells at all.
Many of these oil products should be called “not quite oil”. The first "not oil" is
something called "condensate", that is a gas in the deep hot earth but liquid at room
temperature. It cannot really be refined much and is not sold as "crude oil", the
stuff that now, in early 2014, brings over $100 per barrel. 63 (Sometimes this
condensate is blended into crude oil,)The second "not oil" is called "natural gas
liquids" (propane, butane and the like); this stuff is useful but is not refined into
gasoline, diesel and jet fuel. It is good for camping stoves, but is otherwise not too
interesting.64
There is yet another sort of "not oil" and this is the type of oil that will only flow
out of the ground when very hot. And it has to be kept hot or diluted with other
compounds (like natural gas liquids) to flow in pipes. Otherwise it changes to what
it really is : gooey or solid asphalt (sometimes called "bitumen"). There is also
solid asphalt that can be mined from what are called "oil sands", in Canada, for
example. Both these sorts of "not oil" are sometimes called "Heavy Oil" or

"Extraheavy Oil". The key here is to think of them as products of mining processes
not crude oil in the sense we all think of oil. Because they are mined or processed,
these sorts of oil are very slow to develop and the resulting flow of synthetic oil (or
mix of asphalt and other more fluid stuff) is very low. Many, many people who
model future "oil production" neglect the slow production rate of this substance.
But there is a lot of it, maybe 300-500 billion barrels if misleadingly represented as
"oil". It was not in Hubbert's original estimate of world oil. It will appear only
slowly on the world oil market. As we will see, it will not significantly affect when
we fall off the oil production plateau.
All these are included in something called "all liquids". Incredibly, even obviously
not oil substances can be included here--ethanol from plants, for example, or
“biodiesel”. You will find a more conventional "all liquids" in, for example, the
"BP statistical review of world oil", published every year and available on the Web
(it contains much useful information-but it is not useful on crude oil resources)65.
The important thing to keep in mind is that what is important to us is "crude
oil" (minus condensate). We do not care about other stuff, except for synthetic oil,
that cannot now be refined into liquid transportation fuels that we need. Why is this
important? It is important because this "other liquid" production is increasing, but
real crude oil production is not increasing.66

2)How Much Oil is There In The World?
In order to be produced, oil resources have to be first discovered. Hubbert's idea
was to estimate how much oil would be discovered after 1971. We are in a better
position now. Most oil fields have been discovered. There is plenty of evidence that
those remaining to be discovered are small fields (these days, "small" means 500
million barrels or less). If we exclude the "heavy oil" or "extra heavy oil" (again,
not real oil), then the present estimates, much better ones than in 1971, are around
Hubbert's high end, about 2000 billion barrels.
My own preferred source for this information is the retired oil geologist Jean

Laherrere, already prominent in the endnotes. He worked for the French oil
company TOTAL, and is the only independent researcher known to me who
regularly updates his projections of world oil. His present (2013)estimate of the
original recoverable endowment is around 2200 billion barrels of "conventional"
oil, excluding what I have referred to above as not real oil. Conventional oil is
crude oil that can be recovered at known rates from fields that are now known or
likely to be discovered. Laherrere also includes two things: first, he updates "old"
discoveries with new estimates of how much oil those old fields can deliver now;
second, he estimates what real new discoveries might amount to 67. This is where
the ultimate recovery of about 2200 billion barrels of conventional oil comes from.
I think that this is a good number, within 5%-10%.

3)What are Projections for Future Oil Production?
Projections are not scientific predictions. Projections are what the future looks like,
based on what we know now. Good projections should be repeated at intervals,
including new information. So, unlike scientific predictions, projections should be
expected to change. The key is how much the projections change. Hubbert's
projection of world oil production from 1956 or 1971 both changed because the
data changed. Now, in 2014, the data is changing slowly and the projections should
change slowly. We should be close to a real understanding of future oil
production.68
Laherrere's recoverable oil resources for the world amount to the roughly 2200
billion barrels just mentioned plus the "processed asphalt" I mentioned of perhaps
500 billion barrels. What sort of oil production can be expected from this?
Laherrere's plot includes his conventional oil (which includes the "condensate"
mentioned before) plus a later production of what he calls "XtraHeavy oil". 69 His
conventional peak shows a decline in world production of conventional oil starting
around 2020. 70 His extra heavy oil peak is much smaller and later. It does not
affect the fact that we face a decline in world oil production in this decade. (In fact,
it may be going down as you read this.)

4)Will "Unconventional Oil" Save Us from a Decline?
In a word, no. The problem is that the large unconventional oil resources are really
what I called "processed asphalt" and the amount (300-500 billion barrels) is in no
way comparable to the conventional 2200 billion barrels of conventional oil.
Worse, these are in effect mined resources and the synthetic oil from them will be
slow to be produced and the volumes per year not large. Combining these
resources with ordinary crude oil is a mistake. 71
There is another sort of oil often called "unconventional", that is shale oil in the
U.S. The examples are the Bakken (and Three Forks) in North Dakota and Eagle
Ford in Texas. The amounts of this oil are in the tens of billions of barrels, far too
small to affect the world ultimate recovery. It may even be that this oil source will
peter out fast once oil drilling investment falls off.

5)Will Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) Save us?
Oil flows out of wells only so long as there is enough pressure deep in the earth to
push the oil up a well bore. Deep rock is solid enough that, for the most part, the
pressure can go down without the rock shrinking on a human time scale. As oil is
drawn out, the pressure drops and so does the production of oil. One solution to
this has been known for a long time and is regularly practiced: use powerful pumps
and their own "injection wells" to push water into the oil bearing rock and increase
the pressure. Oil and water then flows out of a distant "production" well--hopefully
enough oil to make this a profitable trick. Sometimes this trick does not work well,
and the amount of oil recovered is about what was originally estimated, not more.
This is discussed in Deffayes’ book that was mentioned earlier.
This is a kind of "extra" recovery--water injection. In the best cases, it does
increase the amount of oil that can be got out of the oil field. The Saudi oil
company Aramco are the masters of this and have been using this way to recover
oil for a long time.

"Enhanced Oil Recovery" is the phrase attached to oil recovery beyond this "water
flood". The idea is to increase the amount of recoverable oil beyond the initial oil
geology estimate. This can involve injection of gas (nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide
gas and others). It can also involve clever chemistry. This also sometimes works
and sometimes does not. The famous example of nitrogen gas injection failing is
the Cantarell field in Mexico 72 The result was just to get out about as much oil as
originally thought recoverable, just more quickly. This was far from the original
hope, to get more oil.
Another way to increase oil recovery is to inject carbon dioxide. There are at least
two examples where this has succeeded in delivering more oil than originally
estimated. The results are mixed. The best example has increased the amount of oil
recovered by about 6%, not much of a recommendation.73 At best, the extra amount
of oil that can be got is reasonable, if undramatic.
The problem with carbon dioxide flooding is the huge amounts of (liquid) carbon
dioxide needed; the premier Canadian effort injects about 1.4 tons of carbon
dioxide per ton of oil that comes out. This has still created some enthusiasm as a
possible way to "sequester", or bury, carbon dioxide from coal power plants and
get some extra oil out as a result. Unfortunately, the sheer mass of carbon dioxide
that would be needed to materially affect U.S. oil production is alarming. More
coal power plants, probably over a many decade long time, to make carbon dioxide
to obtain oil to generate yet more carbon dioxide seems like an improbable future.
More likely is that a small increase in U.S. production later in this century could
occur. It will not change anything in a dramatic way. But toward 2100 we may be
desperate and end up using this method.

6)Will Higher Fossil Carbon Prices Save Us?
There are very good empirical arguments why higher prices do not unleash
significant new oil resources in established fields. At best, high prices will lead to a
slower decline after 2020 than otherwise might be the case.

One of these reasons against the magic of high prices has been given by
Laherrere.74 When the Prudhoe Bay oil resources were first surveyed, the
geological estimate was that about 15 billion barrels of oil could be recovered. This
estimate must have been uncertain by 10%-20%. At the time, in the 1980s, oil cost
about $2 per barrel. Now, the Prudhoe Bay oil production is headed down towards
an "ultimate" of about...15 billion barrels. And the price, in early 2014, is $100 per
barrel, far above any inflationary increase. If there is a price effect there, it is lost in
other uncertainties.
Another argument against high prices "solving" an oil resource problem comes
from U.S. history. The early 1980s were a time of oil shortages and rising prices.
There was a response in the production of oil, but it was small and is almost never
mentioned--but you can find this unimpressive bump on a plot of U.S. oil
production, if you look. High prices did not lead to much higher production. There
was an increase in drilling wells at that time, but this was against a background of
steadily dropping overall production.
As this is being written, there is a seemingly credible counterargument: U.S. oil
production, after a long decline, is increasing again. This is the "shale oil" boom,
driven, we are told, by high prices. In North Dakota alone this has led to roughly
7000 new wells that produce oil in the last seven years alone. (I have seen larger
numbers of the total wells drilled.) At near $10 million per well, this is an
investment of about $70 billion, against perhaps $30 billion in present yearly
income from the oil. This would be good, but for one problem. The production of
these wells drops to a very low value after only a year or two. So to keep up
production, those 7000 wells now need to be augmented with about the same
number of new wells in the next couple of years. It is not at all clear that the
income can keep this process going.75 Shale oil may not be an argument for high
oil prices being our salvation. We will find out, but it will take several years before
we know. As I mentioned earlier, the rapid rise in production looks much more like
an investment bubble than it looks like the new oil developments we have seen in
the past.76
There are at least two other arguments against high prices, and resulting

investment, driving significant new oil production. One argument is simple: we
know that investment in discovery and development of new fields has now reached
an amazing new level, as have world oil prices, but world crude oil production has
been almost steady since 2005--9 years now. There is no evidence here that high
prices somehow unlock vast resources of oil that become economic to develop as
reserves. Another argument against prices unleashing new oil comes from financial
analysts at Goldman Sachs. Their graphs are probably under copyright, but you can
find them on the Web. The lesson from these graphs is that for a collection of
fields, the break-even price of oil rises drastically above $100 dollars per barrel if
production is presumed to increase by only a few percent. Worse: the older fields
are in decline and their production has to be replaced by that from fields with high
break-even price. It is likely that making up for declines will drive prices up
drastically, or dampen economic development. If the world cannot support such
higher prices, oil production will drop even more.

7)How Will World Exports Develop?
If world oil production starts to decline, it is natural to think that world exports will
also decline. Right now, world exports amount to around 55% of world crude oil
production. You might not have known this: a very large fraction of the countries
producing oil use much of their own production. The demographics of oil
producing countries, combined with declining production, will likely change world
exports for the worse. Right now, near the peak of the shale oil bubble, the U.S.
imports about half its oil. We do not export oil, because until recently our own
production has been declining. Other oil producing countries will eventually suffer
from the same problem: they will need all their oil for national use, not export.
This was first developed as an idea by Jeffrey Brown, the "Export Land Model".77
The results do not look good. Both Brown's and Laherrere's estimates even show
Saudi Arabia not exporting oil at all after about 2030.

8)Why Does the EIA Claim that there is no problem?
The Energy Information Administration, part of our Department of Energy, does

two things. One of these is of great value: the EIA produces ongoing data on
energy production. The second thing they do is to generate projections of future
energy production; they now project future crude oil production out to 2040. They
do update their projections, as I like, but I still think that this is a very bad idea.
The EIA would be better served, if they must project production, to do so for a
short time, 5 or 10 years. The problem with EIA projections is shown by a single
EIA graph, displayed in 2009 78. This showed world oil production declining much
like the other plots by independent researchers such as Laherrere. The graph also
showed the conventional EIA projection, which did not decline but instead rose.
The difference was labelled "unidentified projects". This graph appeared once in
2009 and never since, with no explanation what the "unidentified projects" were. In
plain english: it appears that the EIA did not know where their projected world oil
production was going to come from, and they still do not.
The value of all projections, official and not official, is compromised by the bad
quality of world oil resource data. This affects everything we know, and is a main
reason why projections need to be updated as the data changes, as Laherrere has
done. There is an irony here, because the U.S. Government almost certainly has
much better, but secret, data than any private or public database. We know from the
German newsmagazine "Der Spiegel", that both the U.S. NSA and the British
GCHQ have broken into OPEC computers79 There is no good reason for doing this
if not to get internal OPEC data on their oil resources and production capacity. So
the data is there, but we will likely never see it. We are left with informed
estimates. Many of these estimates depend on proprietary databases that are not
available to the public. 80
After asking these questions, what are we left with? World oil exports, which is
what we in the United States depend on, will start an irreversible decline soon,
before or around 2020. World events could change this, but more likely to an
earlier decline date than a later one. (Political chaos does not boost oil production.)
Of course a major world depression will drastically reduce the demand for oil and
this will delay the decrease.81 But we will use less oil anyhow in the aftermath of a
depression.

America faces a long decline in available domestic and world oil and what there is
will command a high price, if we can afford it.

Chapter 8-The Future of World Natural Gas and
Coal to 2100
We are not too concerned in this short book with the future of world natural gas, or
coal. World oil has been exported to us in America from producing nations for
many decades. It is easy and very cheap to transport.
Exporting natural gas to the U.S. is much more difficult and expensive than for oil.
(It is a gas down to a liquefaction temperature of -160 degrees Centigrade.) To
export it from a producing country means liquifying the gas in large, usually
spherical, tanks in ships, keeping it liquid and transporting it to a specialized
terminal. There are now only a few hundred such ships, compared to several
thousand oil tankers. But there may be more such ships in the future as oil
production drops off and we turn to other imported fuels.82 Also, natural gas may
end up itself being a ship fuel for some decades until the supply of natural gas
starts to decline.
Some natural gas in the U.S. now is used in the manufacture of methanol, a
conventional fuel and a substance much easier to transport than natural gas. So it is
possible that toward the end of the fossil carbon era there will be a world market
for methanol.83
So how much recoverable natural gas is there in the world? The usual lists are of
“proven reserves”, which we saw is not too useful for the U.S. and probably not for
the world, either. The biggest reserves are in Russia, Iran, Qatar, Turkmenstan and
the U.S. Remember, the total recoverable amount in the U.S. over all time is
probably around 2000 trillion cubic feet or, in metric units, 56 trillion cubic meters
(this number is due to Laherrere). His number for the world is, as of January 2013,
13,000 trillion cubic feet. This is only a bit over six times the U.S. number, so it is
possible that it is too small. If the current exponential growth in world oil use is
combined on a Hubbert plot with this total, the result is a maximum world natural

gas production in about 2025 84 Notice that current world production is about five
times current U.S. use of natural gas. Natural gas is heavily used worldwide--it is
not just the U.S. that depends on it.
What if Laherrere is wrong in his 13,000 trillion cubic feet total--it is, after all, an
estimate? The present exponentially increasing use will at least continue and may
even itself increase as world oil declines. The result will be to delay the world peak
in natural gas by only a decade or so. That is what exponentials lead to.
This concludes all I can think of to say about world natural gas. Like other forms
of fossil carbon, it will not be abundant in 2100. But we will very likely be
importing world natural gas as ours starts to decline.

As we saw, the U.S. has the most coal reserves, by quite a margin--over a quarter
of all world reserves. The next most abundant coal is in Russia, China, India and
Australia. Probably the best overall view of possible future world coal production
is due to the Energy Watch Group. Their projections are just that--projections
based on a judgement of how much coal is actually recoverable. And the projected
rate of production is based on the assumption that the growth in coal that we see
now will continue. Perhaps environmental concerns will slow the growth. It is also
possible that as oil and gas production decline, coal will become a key energy
source again--with all of its potential for environmental damage. At any rate, the
Energy Watch Group projections are for a broad maximum in coal production
extending from 2020 to about 2060.85
The biggest uncertainty in fossil carbon resources is surely coal; but it is clear that
there is a lot less of it to be got than we often hear.

Chapter 9-Fossil Energy Decline and our low
Carbon Future
So where is all this headed as it affects America’s, energy future? Compared to the
rest of the world, we are fortunate to still have remaining reserves of natural gas
and coal. But our oil production will almost certainly soon resume its long term
decline. This will force us to import world oil in a market that will also be in
decline.
Declining fossil carbon resources will affect the whole world, not just us. The
world ultimate recoverable fossil carbon does not look good.86 Laherrere’s ultimate
recovery of fossil carbon, the amount extracted over all time, is 10.6 trillion barrels
of oil equivalent, or 10,600 billion barrels of oil equivalent, about four times the
world recoverable oil. If you look on the Web, you can probably find other
estimates. With few exceptions, they lie in this range.87
But I am concerned here with our own energy future, and the role that declining
fossil carbon energy will play.
Our largest problem, coming soon, is the decline in available fossil carbon liquid
fuels likely after 2020. These liquid fuels are a key element in our economy. We
know from the tragically ignored “Hirsch Report” from 2005 that almost 40% of
our energy use is crude oil and most of that is for transportation88 Liquid fuel based
transportation could start an irreversible decline sometime after 2020.
One option is to convert some of our abundant remaining coal reserves into liquid
fuels for transportation. This is unlikely to help much, as it is very energy intensive
to turn coal in to liquid fuels. It is also unlikely that we can depend for our future
liquid fuels needs on imports--the rest of the world will be using declining fossil
carbon as well. So much of our transportation will have to be based on something

other than the liquid fuels we use now. This possibility, one that I will explore in
future books in this series, is that we entirely change our transportation
infrastructure, avoiding liquid fuels as much as possible.
In the more distant future, later this century, we will face a decline that, for
domestic oil and gas and possibly coal, will lead to primary energy from fossil
carbon that is ten or twenty times smaller than we enjoy now.
As this century progresses, most of our energy use, for all purposes, will have to
come from something other than fossil carbon. This will be a wrenching transition
to replacement energy sources. 89This will totally change our present economic and
even social and political system in ways that we cannot anticipate.

Endnotes
1. For a very long time, a central topic here, American oil production, much of it
for gasoline, rose steadily. Prices remained low. It seemed as if the increase would
go on forever. Here is how our oil production looked, in millions of barrels per day,
from the end of world war II to 1972. Our own production satisfied most of our
national need. It doubled in about 25 years. We will explore later what happened
after 1972.

If you want to follow projections of future oil decline, a good place are the
archives of “theoildrum.com”. This and other public sites contain extensive articles
and commentary. Many people have been involved in recent decades--most
notably, and early on, Colin Campbell and Jean Laherrere, following the
projections by King Hubbert, mentioned in the preface.
2. Once upon a time, a good oil well would produce abundant flowing oil for a
decade or more. And not many wells could supply the whole nation. Now a “shale
oil” (or “light tight oil”, as it is sometimes called) well might produce modest
amounts of oil for a year or two, after which there is, one hopes, a longer term
trickle of oil. Today, Saudi Arabia produces with 1500 oil wells about twenty or

thirty times the oil that our own “shale oil” producers can manage with tens of
thousands of wells. The glory days appear over for American oil production.
Canada now makes synthetic oil from asphalt containing sand, but that does not
produce much, and does so with industrial processes that are slow, expensive and
environmentally damaging. The days of flowing oil out of Canadian wells is also
almost over.
3. Energy is important here and the “Calorie” unit of energy is still used by us for
the energy in food, but elsewhere--in most of the world-- the metric unit is used. It
is easy to convert. To two digits of accuracy (easiest to remember), one “Calorie”
can be set equal to 4200 Joules. So a daily diet of 2000 Calories corresponds to an
energy intake of about 8 million Joules. A million is written short as a “mega” or
using the further abbreviation of just “M”. So this is “8 megajoules” or 8 MJ for
short. The Joule unit of energy is better known to us in terms of power. One “Watt”
of power times one second of time, one Watt-second, is the energy unit one Joule.
A “100 Watt” incandescent light bulb outputs heat power of 100 Watts
continuously; almost all of this is heat, not light. If it does this for one second, the
energy put out is 100 Joules. If a 100 Watt burns for one full day, the energy output
is our 8 MJ. Energy in this case is power times the time in seconds.
4.For the energy or power produced by a person, I got a 25 percent energy
efficiency of the human body by asking around; your research may give a different
number. But you can already guess just why football players in training have to eat
so much--four times their large daily work output, in energy terms.
5. My discussion on, on wood energy as an energy enabler for our economy, leans
heavily on David Tillman's book from 1978, “Wood as an Energy Resource”,
Academic Press. A broad survey of energy in history can be found in “Energy in
World History”, Vaclav Smil, Westview Press, 1994
6. There has been some revived interest in wood energy. During the oil crisis of the
early 80’s it became popular to use wood for home heat. I have two cords of wood
in my back yard and and a 70% efficient fireplace to burn them in, for a short term
emergency. In rural areas home wood heat is still common—twenty acres of
woodland and you are independent of modern household heating sources. This is

not for everyone. And it is useless if your problem is to cool your house and not to
heat it.
7. Here is an interesting physics fact on energy: the energy in a half pound of wood
can, as mechanical energy of an engine, lift a compact car from street level to the
top of the Empire State building. This assumes that 100% of the energy can be
used. We know from physics that this 100% use is impossible. But well designed
engines can use 25%-35% of the energy for useful mechanical work. So maybe we
would need a pound and a half of wood to lift the auto. This is partly a physics
limitation, but also depends on the limits of engineering. The amount of energy in
wood, or other carbon compounds, as “chemical energy”, is quite amazing.
8. In this book it will be handy for me to use special units for energy. As an
example, think of energy in unit of the energy got by burning dry wood. (In
conventional metric units, this is about 15 megajoules per kilogram of wood or 15
gigajoules per metric ton of wood-a “giga” is the same as our more common
billion.) In these units, charcoal or coal has about 2 units of energy, compared to
wood. Oil has 3 units. Here and elsewhere I will not try to use precise numbers.
You can find exact ones on Wikipedia. You might reflect on the fact that a half
pound of wood has about the same energy content as one day’s worth of the
standard food diet. But we do not have little furnaces in our bodies, so wood is of
no food use to us.
9. You can get an idea of energy scale this way. Suppose that you heated your
house by harvesting one acre of wood per year from a 20 acre woodlot. The one
iron plant in New Jersey mentioned in the text was a thousand times larger in
energy use.
10. Railroads, made possible by the iron industry, were the great transport medium,
given the rough territory of the country, its often harsh climate, and the bad
character of roads. The same was true of streetcars in later times, if on a smaller
scale. You can find pictures of city roads around 1900 that are nearly impassible,
but with streetcar tracks running down the middle of the potholed and muddy road.
11. At this point in the book, we need another energy unit so as to get an idea of the
scale of energy use in these times. So I will personalize our energy unit rather than
use somewhat unfamiliar metric units. (I did this already in the text, using the
image of dwarves as energy enhancers).You and I take in a certain amount of food

energy every day. This is our metabolic energy, and remember that we can think of
it as energy over any time we like, a second, a day or a year. Call this unit a 'meta',
for 'metabolic'. For a 2000 Calorie per day diet, a 'meta' is about 8 megajoules
energy intake per day, as we saw. But this is also 100 joules per second over a day
or, continuously, 100 Watts in metric units. It is also about 3 gigajoules (3 GJ) per
year in metric units. This is per person. If we multiply by the present population of
the nation, about 300,000,000, we get a bigger unit, about one exajoule (1 EJ-ten to
the power 18 Joules). The total primary energy use of the nation at this time is
about 100 of these exajoule units, or 100 'national metas'. If you are inclined to
think this way, it is as if each of us had the metabolic energy use of 100 of the
dwarves mentioned earlier in the book. But ‘100 metas’ sounds fancier. One useful
example of this unit is the food energy intake of a work horse, about ten 'metas'.
12. -Total wood energy use in our country peaked at about 3 exajoules around
1875. It fell off, but has risen again in recent decades. According to Tillman,
referred to in an earlier note, a lot of this use is in paper manufacture.
13. Our shift from wood to coal after 1875 was the first energy transformation in
our nation. Here is a plot of energy shares. (Source unknown.)

14. Our use of wood has changed over the last century. People who renovate old
houses tell me that the quality of construction wood visibly drops off in houses
built after 1920, about the end of the availability of old growth forest wood. We no
longer think much about the value of houses, despite their expense, but they were
once so precious that you or I would rebuild, add on or renovate and not build new
unless we had to. Today, nobody thinks twice about demolishing an old house and
much of the wood is wasted.
15. Turning to general energy consumption in the United States, particularly the
transition from wood to coal energy, is best seen on a semilog plot, as here. The
unit on the vertical axis is something called “Quads”, an annoying unit, which for
our purposes is very nearly the same as the “exajoule” unit. Notice that the total
U.S. energy use at the present is about the 100 or so exajoules mentioned earlier,
with wood energy peaking at about 3 exajoules about 1875. Notice that a straight
line on such a semilog plot corresponds to an exponential increase on a linear plot.

You can see that our use of coal energy increased almost exponentially from 1850
up until about the time of the great depression.

16. Surprisingly or not, that by 1900 90% of our energy was from coal, with only a
small contribution from other sources is data from H. N. Eavenson, "Coal Through
the Ages", A.I.M.E. 1939
17. Around 1930, two thirds of all coal use being for railroads, home and industrial
heating and steel manufacture is from a plot attributed to R. Unruh from 1986.
18. As coal took over as our primary energy source, the human cost of this
widespread use of it is dramatic, particularly for home heat and cooking. This is
presented in alarming detail in a book by Barbara Freese, "Coal, a Human
History", Penguin Books. This book is full of long forgotten unpleasantness. We

are well rid of coal for home heating and cooking, but now it has resurfaced as a
supplier of atmospheric carbon dioxide, infamously the source of global warming.
19. Despite its contribution to climat change, coal has become amazingly vital to
our electric power industry--particularly when we think of just how complicated it
is to mine coal and transport it. It is no accident that most other uses of fossil
carbon are for oil and natural gas. The growth of coal generated electricity is
shown in the graph here.

20. A very useful survey of the early coal era is the book "Energy in World
History" by Smil that was mentioned earlier
21. Besides its other uses, coal supplied vital synthesis gas for home heating and
cooking. Old British movies often show a coal “town gas” heater put into a then
useless and blocked up wood fireplace. This is a good symbol of the transition
from wood to coal gas heating. In the U.S. you ,may be surprised to find old town
gas lighting fixtures in buildings from the 1930’s or even the early 1940’s. In
Britain, the next transition to natural gas, mostly methane, did not happen until the
later 1960’s.

22. When imagining the vast numbers of slanted coal seams of Britain, think of a
deck of playing cards, where about every fifth card is painted black. If the deck is
now placed on a slant on a table, the surface seams are the exposed edges of the
black cards, extending down into the deck. This is how coal seams work, and they
go down very far. Britain is a wet country and the seams often extended below the
water table so that huge amounts of water had to be pumped out to make them
usable.
23. William Jevons saw that British coal seams that were mined were mostly at
least three to four feet thick, and the then deepest mine pit in his time was alone at
2500 feet, there were no others. even today, the deepest vertical shafts in Britain
are less than 3000 feet deep and there are only a few of these. In addition, it is
impractical to mine out all the coal in such a shaft mine (the roof will fall in). So
Hull's early estimate of about 80 billion tons was really pretty optimistic, based as
it was on supposedly mineable two foot seams down to four thousand feet. But
Hull did a very important thing. He tried to figure out how much of the finite coal
resource could actually be mined. He did not simply add up all the coal in the
territory of Great Britain, certainly a vast number. The question for Hull was not
"how much is there" but "how much is there that we can mine". This question
remains important today--it does not matter how much of a resource exists in some
sense, it matters how much can be actually extracted.
24. William Jevons having first realized just how fast coal use in Britain was
increasing, how he got his 3.5% figure for the percentage increase in coal
production per year is a bit wobbly--he tried to estimate it with pretty bad coal
production data. Where the data was good it covered too few years to be very
useful, but that yearly increase was less than 3.5%. Jevons long term estimate
turned out to be close but not perfect. The whole point of Jevons projection is in
one footnote that you can find if you look: it is Footnote 11 of Chapter 12. (His
book is on the Web as a PDF.) The whole future idea of exponential growth in the
exploitation of a finite resource is in that footnote.
25. You can track David Rutledge’s work on coal resources at http://
rutledge.caltech.edu. (We will come later to other work on coal resources by other
authors.) Rutledge has produced the following plot of British coal production over
the active 200 year time scale. This is from his paper “Estimating long-term world
coal production with logit and probit transforms” that you can find on the Web.

The work of other authors is cited there. Note that coal production at the beginning
does look like it increases exponentially fast up to around World War I, but that it
does not go on increasing as Jevons thought. Instead it reaches a maximum and
then declines. The decline is bumpy but the average decline even looks like an
exponential drop, just not with the same speed as the rise. If Britain becomes
desperate for coal, there could even be a bump in production beyond the 2010 end
of this plot. It likely will not amount to much.

26. W. King Hubbert was a very interesting man. Although he is remembered now
for his projection that U.S. oil production would start decreasing in about 1970, if
you want to learn something about him that is not directly related to his
projections, you can find, on the Web, the report of a 1943 interrogation of
Hubbert, who was doing war work at the time. (Technocracy was politically
suspect.) This record will give you an idea of how tough minded Hubbert was.)
27. The oil geologists Jean Laherrere and Colin Campbell put the world oil
peaking idea into a famous Scientific American article in 1998, based on the earlier
work by Hubbert. I mention this here, because Jean Laherrere remains, for me at
least, the leading figure in the difficult field of projecting world and national fossil
carbon production. Much of this book is based on Laherrere's work. He was also
probably the first to suggest that rather than a smooth peak in world oil, there
would likely be a prolonged plateau in production. This has come to pass, but it

does not change the projection of a coming decline. I will come to Laherrere’s
projections later.
28. Our Energy Information Administration (EIA), part of the Department of
Energy (DOE), publishes an energy review with historical data, and I have made
much use of their 2009 review. However, resource data is somewhat unreliable-see the history of British coal, where official estimates proved optimistic.
29. For background on just how oil is produced and extracted from the earth, see
the lively and informative Kenneth Deffayes, "Hubbert's Peak"; I will have more to
say about this in the next chapter.
30. A good summary of information on our use of oil is in the "Hirsch Report" to
Congress from 2005. You can find it on the Web. The purpose of the report,
though, was to warn of the coming world shortage of oil first forecasted by
Hubbert. The warning was very unwelcome and it was ignored at the time.
31. As a recap of our use of energy, here is an EIA plot.

32. Since I have been writing about Hubbert’s projection, here is a plot of the rise
and subsequent fall of American oil production, due to Rutledge. Hubbert, of
course, correctly projected this fall in production from the lower 48 states. (This
plot includes Alaskan oil.) Note that there is a long term decline interrupted
recently by what is called “shale oil” or “light tight oil” that will reappear later on.
It is important to note that this shows is what is usually called “crude oil” or,
sometimes “crude plus condensate”. Our oil refineries prefer to buy crude oil--that
is what is refined into liquid fuels such as gasoline, diesel and jet fuel. They
sometimes also buy what is called “condensate”. They do not buy the other
compounds--”other liquids”-- that are sometimes used to bulk up what is presented
as “oil production”. Including these other compounds is very misleading as to our
oil situation.

33. Hubbert’s remarkable projection that oil production in the lower 48 states
would peak and then decline is described in the very readable book "Hubbert's
Peak" by Kenneth Deffayes, himself a former oil geologist. Of course, Hubbert
only predicted the peak and fall of oil production from the 48 states. He did not
include Alaska. Here is Hubbert’s original plot from his 1956 paper “Nuclear
Energy and the Fossil Fuels”:

One very nice thing about his plot is that the area under the bump is the total
projected oil recovery over all time. This is emphasized by the small block in the
corner whose area is given there for comparison. Hubbert was very familiar with
oil and his 1956 projection almost deserves to be considered a scientific prediction,
since he bracketed his estimates of the total amount of “lower 48” oil that would
ever be produced. (The 200 billion barrels figure is close to the present value of
nearly 180 billion barrels from the lower 48.) Other projections in this paper were
more uncertain. Hubbert was convinced that nuclear energy could replace fossil
fuels for a couple of thousand years. This was correct, if nuclear energy is viewed
broadly, and not just as available Uranium-235, which is the fissionable element in
most modern light water reactors.
34. Hubbert’s idea, explained in that 1956 paper, was that the production of a
limited resource would rise at first, then reach a maximum and then decline as
extraction became more difficult and expensive. There would be a bump in the
production. He may have used the following production bump of high quality
Anthracite coal to support this view. The problem is, of course, that the decline
(here, the dashed line is a 3.6% per year decline) was due to both the difficulty of
mining as well as the competition from cheaper coal from elsewhere. In the case of
oil production, the limit is mainly geology and not competition with a cheaper
resource.

35. I owe this number, quoted in an earlier note, for the ultimate recoverable, 180
billion barrels in the lower 48 to a graph by the French oil geologist Jean
Laherrere, who will play an important role later on. I think that Laherrere’s work is
not adequately appreciated, in part due to his sometimes limited english and in part
to the vast diversity of his investigations. It can be very hard to find key plots, and
this one--the ultimate recoverable oil for various U.S. sources, is a good test for the
“Laherrere Plot Student”. A good question, following on this estimate of the U.S.
ultimate, is to what degree the ultimate recoverable oil is due to oil field geology
and to what degree the oil price, which determines the amount of investment. This
will come up later on, but at a rough guess, technology advances and investment
do not seem to increase the amount of recoverable oil by more than about ten

percent or so, varying of course on the particular oil field. The ten percent is likely
not too far off for the sum of all fields in a very large nation such as ours.
36. Oil prices have varied a lot over the decades that the ultimate recoverable oil
has not changed much--$3 per 42 gallon barrel in 1956, over $100 now; these
numbers do not include general price inflation in the economy. The numbers
including general price inflation were bumpy but on average pretty much around
$20-$25 2010 dollars per barrel up to the time of the oil price shocks after 1973.
37. Sometimes oil field recovery factors--the fraction that can really be recovered-can be shockingly low. The original factor I found for the now famous "Bakken
shale oil" in North Dakota was 1.4% of several hundred billion barrels of OOIP
(original oil in place). In other words, only perhaps 2 billion barrels would ever be
produced! The horizontal drilling technology, plus "fracking", developed since
WWII have only increased this to perhaps 3-4%, averaged over the Bakken. You
will not likely hear from oil producers that 95% or more of the Bakken oil will stay
there on a human time scale. Even quite detailed presentations do not mention this
overall number. (I have seen one presentation that does show the present recovery
factor per 640 acre section.) The result is that even the most advanced technology,
deployed at high prices, does not increase the national total recoverable oil by
much. What extra we are getting from technology development and high prices is
no revolution in oil production, welcome as it is.
38. The total "technically recoverable" for the Bakken that has been estimated by
the US Geological Survey is about 7 billion barrels as an average. And the USGS
is not usually pessimistic in its estimates. (Remember, to appreciate the scale, that
the U.S. uses this much oil in about a year.) I tried, using USGS data sheets, and a
guess at what fraction of recovery is economic, to estimate the actual long term oil
recovery (Bakken and "Three Forks") and got 3.5 billion barrels. The peak,
obtained by Hubbert's method, will be in 2016. Mine is too crude an estimate-I
used a bit of math, past data, and a pocket calculator. You can find much better
ones. (Try following the excellent web site peakoilbarrel.com by Ron Patterson and
contributors to that site.) I wonder about the dramatic three year surge in Bakken
(and Texas "Eagle Ford") production, both of which are unprecedented in speed.
Remember, past oil production increases took a decade or more. This present surge
looks much more like past financial bubbles than it resembles much slower past oil
field exploitation. A comparison with the infamous "Dot-Com Bubble" may not be

wrong here. At present, the U.S. government has flooded the economy with cheap
money and this may be a short speculative bubble resulting from that. We will find
out in time. Here is the NASDAQ bubble (from Wikipedia):

39. Of course, any longer term projection of overall U.S. oil productioon is
somewhat speculative but useful. Here is a longer term projection of U.S.
production by Tad Patzek and his collaborators at the University of Texas. It is, of
course, very conjectural and it might be correct or even far off. It also does not
include imported oil, particularly from Canada. It does include the idea of several
Hubbert bumps that contribute to the total amount that can be got. The time is
coming when such long term projections will be very important to all of us, so that
we can plan ahead. What is often missing in such projections is some idea of just
how much cost can be tolerated in getting difficult to extract oil. This projection
might not be far off if costs are limited to an economically affordable $100-$200
(2014 dollars) per barrel.

40. Turning to U.S. coal resources, one of my sources--a very early one--is "The
Coal Fields of the United States", Marius Campbell, USGS-100-1, 1917. That is
where the recoverable coal estimate is, so far as I know, largest at this 3540 billion
tons The more recent 2009 USGS amount of "original resources" is 188 billion
short tons, about 19 times less. (This dramatic reduction has almost become routine
in estimates as time goes on. This is from the "National Coal Resource Assessment
Overview", USGS 1625-F. (Table 3 in the report.) The difference is largely due to a
realization that much of the original estimate was for coal that could never be
recovered and should not be considered a resource. This same report put the
economically recoverable resource at 28 billion short tons. One way of looking at
this "economically recoverable resource" is that to recover amounts beyond this
would require higher prices.

41. Looking at another source, the BP statistical review puts the "proven reserves"
at 243 billion tons. This is an odd number, since one usually thinks of "proven
reserves" as potentially much less than the total amount that will be recovered. It
should not include resources that will later, at a higher price, be converted to
"reserves", as I suspect has happened to the BP number. Maybe they are giving an
ultimate recoverable here, just misnamed. A paper by Hook and Aleklett in 2006
puts the total recoverable reserves (the amount that will be eventually recovered) at
239 billion tons. A detailed historical study by Rutledge, mentioned further in the
text, from 2013 puts the ultimate amount that will be recovered at 117-134 billion
tons.
42. The book "Blackout" by Richard Heinberg, New Society Publishers, 2009, has
a good summary of the various estimates of coal reserves and resources. Even
comparatively optimistic estimates are not much more than twice the estimate by
Rutledge that I use in the text.
43. The limit on how much coal one can get, at least in the West where surface
mining (strip mining) is common, is determined by the "stripping ratio". This ratio
is how much rock above a coal seam has to be removed, relative to the thickness of
the seam. It is often given as "cubic yards (of overlying rock) per ton of coal (in the
seam)" The economic value has remained about 10 since the 1970's. (Think of
removing about 200 feet of rock to get at a seam about 20 feet thick). Using this, it
was already estimated by Paul Averitt in 1968 (Geological Survey Bulletin 1252C) to be 15 billion tons for Montana and 10 billion for Wyoming. This latter
number is close to the present value for one Wyoming field, the Gilette field. The
USGS has the recoverable coal at this field at 10 billion tons at $10 per ton cost,
rising to 60 billion tons at $30 per ton cost, or six times as much. (The same plot
for Montana coal rises by only three times for a tripling of price.) Notice that the
estimate for Wyoming, probably mostly the Gilette field, is now not much different
than 45 years ago, despite technology and price developments.
44. As an aside, here is a plot of oil and gas prices; on an energy basis, coal is even
cheaper than natural gas. From mjperry.blogspot.com, EIA data.

45. And here is one projection of U.S. coal production, including all types as
separate bumps. This is from the online supporting materials, to “A Global Coal
Production Forecast with Multi-Hubbert Cycle Analysis” by T. Patzek and G.
Croft. The peak will depend on coal prices and the willingness to tolerate coal
mining practices. It could be later than projected here, as the authors themselves
say. It is hard for me to believe that production will be as small in 2100 as forecast
here; I include this plot to show how projections can differ. This one may well be
correct.

46. Perhaps the earliest of the modern coal studies was done in 2007 by the
German Energy Watch Group, and the plot here is their best estimate of U.S. coal
production. (EWG-Paper No. 1/07). Production beyond that shown here

would require lots of new mines and, particularly, the exploitation of
Montana coal at heavy environmental cost. (The large middle area in this plot
is Wyoming coal.) If you accept this projection as realistic, a smaller than
present coal extraction could preserve the resource beyond 2100.

47. Coal varies a lot in energy content, and that effect is not often included in
projections. The less energy content, the more expensive it is to mine and the more
semitoxic to toxic waste is left over after burning the coal. For some very rough
numbers, hard coal gives about 30 megajoules per kilogram, bituminous coal 25
megajoules per kilogram, sub-bituminous coal 15 megajoules per kilogram and
lignite 10 megajoules per kilogram. Lignite is generally thought of as bad stuff to
use for energy. We are well into mining sub-bituminous coal already. As an aside,
notice that in metric units, 10 megajoules per kilogram is exactly the same as 10
gigajoules per metric tonne.
48. The common energy unit “BTU” stands for British Thermal Unit. In our
preferred metric units, one BTU is 1055 Joules. Our gas bills often use yet another

unit, the “therm”, or 100,000 BTU. So it is a much larger energy unit. In metric
units, one therm is equal to 0.1055 gigajoules, or about 0.1 GJ. It would be much
simpler if the conventional energy unit on our gas bills were simply the gigajoule.
Another peculiarity: somehow, it became common to write the unit of power, BTU
per hour as just “BTU”. (I had an old gas boiler made in the U.S. that gave the heat
power output as “BTU” when it meant “BTU per hour”. My new Canadian boiler
has it right.)
49. Natural gas sources are often classified as “conventional” or “unconventional”
as used in the text. These here seem to be those used by my main source, Jean
Laherrere. Conventional gas can be in many sorts of rock formations. Common is
sandstone. Unconventional gas in impermeable rock is mainly in coal seams, pretty
compressed and solid, and in shale rock. In both latter cases, the gas does not flow
through the rock, it flows through cracks in the rock.
50. The universal gas volume unit of trillions of cubic feet or “tcf” is pretty
inconvenient. In metric units, one trillion cubic feet is close to 28 billion cubic
meters. That is not such a convenient unit either.
51. Here is an EIA plot of our gas production over time. (We also use imported
natural gas.)

Notice that our natural gas use rose nearly exponentially up to about 1970 and then
remained bumpy but, overall, not increasing much.
52. There have been estimates of the original gas in place (OGIP) for one source of
natural gas, the "Marcellus Shale", a huge unconventional shale gas reservoir in the
Northeast U.S. One estimate, from the University of Pennsylvania, is about 1500
tcf OGIP. Estimates by the EIA and by the United States Geological Survey USGS
of the "technically recoverable" amount have varied over time but are probably not
more than 300 tcf or 20% of the OGIP. It would be good to have such numbers for
all the oil reservoirs, but we do not, so far as I can tell. Common estimates of the
fraction that can be got out for good quality conventional gas reservoirs are
80%-90%, reflecting the mobility of gas in porous rock, unlike shale. But this does
not include reservoirs that are too small to drill, too inaccessible, or too deep to
drill profitably. There are a number of articles in the archives of theoildrum.com by
Arthur Berman on this subject. I strongly recommend following Berman’s work on
shale gas.
53. The only public industry resource data on our national gas resource is from the
Potential Gas Committee in a press release; the actual report is expensive. It is not
easy to turn resource estimates into an projection of what will be ultimately
produced. The oil analyst Arthur Berman, mentioned in the last note, has quoted a
table from the PGC report that indicates 'probable' recovery of a small fraction of
the estimates, perhaps less than a quarter. A quarter of the PGC estimates would be
about 500 tcf.
54. We have projections of gas production from our EIA; the plot here shows past
gas production and their (EIA) forecast. Note that the long term decline in
conventional gas turns abruptly into a nearly constant production just beyond the
date of the projection. This is very strange; the obvious guess would rather be that
the conventional gas production would continue to decline. The total of
conventional gas produced from 2010 to 2040, on this plot, can be easily estimated
to be in the ballpark of 450 tcf. This is implausibly large. It is more likely that, a
decline in conventional gas will almost certainly start long before 2040, quite
unlike what this plot shows. A MIT study attempted to estimate what the total
amount of recoverable conventional gas might be, given certain price increases.
Their plots for conventional gas correspond to about 100 tcf of conventional gas
that would be recoverable (breakeven cost) at present prices (this amount would be
about four years of our yearly use). Their estimate rises to 600 tcf at four or more

times the present price, or about $16 per billion BTU (about 1 gigajoule), which
would be ruinously expensive for most Americans and this is very unlikely to ever
happen. Limiting recoverable conventional gas (including 'tight gas') to a one or
two hundred tcf does not seem unreasonable.

55. For comparison with the EIA projections, here is Lahererre’s plot of production
and shifted discovery. It is a bit complicated, but discovered gas should eventually
be produced and the amounts should agree. So the plot is useful despite being a
little difficult to read. Note that this plot is from 2006 and shows conventional as

"marketed - unconventional". The decline in conventional started about 2003 or
2005 and has continued beyond the date of this plot. So the shifted discovery plot
is not a bad indicator of the decline that only started just before this plot was made.
It is plausible that the growth in drilling for unconventional or shale gas is a result
of the decline in profitable conventional gas reserves. It became unprofitable to
drill for conventional gas at about the same time as speculative investment for
shale gas drilling became available.

56. The number for 'unproved technically recoverable' shale gas for the whole U.S.
of 482 tcf is from the EIA AEO 2012 report.
57. I think that Laherrere’s projection for all U.S. gas production is important and
very likely close to what will happen. Conventional gas production should go
down, continuing the present trend, and “shale” gas production should go up for a
time and then start down, adding up (the area on the plot) to the estimates we have
now.

If I were to add to Laherrere’s plot here an amount of gas corresponding to the total
supposedly recoverable at a high price, that 600 tcf in the MIT report, the result
would look crazy. My own view is that 600 tcf recoverable conventional gas is
very far beyond what can be accepted. Notice that Laherrere's unconventional
(shale) gas is even greater than the EIA value of 611 tcf, and that estimate may
even be too large.
58. A claimed rosy future of natural gas even made it into a presidential state of the
union address, which has become too often a bad indicator of reality.
59. The increase in prices that we may face to make oil and shale gas economic to
produce is something to worry about, although not a topic for this book. If petrol
(gasoline) reaches $8 per gallon, natural gas reaches $16 per million BTU, and the
price of electricity doubles as coal production drops, the impact on American
households will be staggering. In my case, I estimate, assuming that I commute to
work, that all this would cost me an additional $8000 per year. Most American
households cannot tolerate such prices.
60. Importing gas is an interesting option. A typical liquified natural gas (LNG)
transport ship might carry 50 kilotons of liquified gas. Optimally mixed with air,

this could lead to an impressive blast, although there are no recorded explosions of
LNG ships yet. Natural gas or Methane, in a nonexplosive spill, is also about 70
times as effective as a greenhouse gas, compared to carbon dioxide. The
widespread shipping of liquified natural gas might have serious problems.
61. Looking to future oil production, Hubbert’s 1971 projection is in the book
“Energy and Power” published by Scientific American. Here is the plot

And here is Hubbert’s 1956 plot for world oil, based on a lower total oil estimate; it
was very difficult to get even a range of total oil in 1956--but notice that the 1250
billion barrel estimate almost sixty years ago is more than half the larger estimate
in 1971, over forty years ago.

62. As a reminder what we get from crude oil, here is a figure from our DOE on
how a barrel of crude oil breaks down into the stuff we use. Notice the “crude
oil”--not including the other “not real oil” to be discussed in the text.

63. I did not know about the low value put on "condensate" until it was brought to
my attention by Kurt Cobb at the website “http://resourceinsights.blogspot.com”.
If you want to discount the amount of “crude plus condensate” that is produced as
condensate, you should subtract from the total a (not well known) number of about
10%. Condensate is being exported to Canada to mix in with their asphalt
(bitumen) to make it liquid enough to pump through pipelines. Very little of it ends
up in refineries (I cannot find an exact number).
64. In the U.S. about a quarter of what is often called “oil” is not crude plus
condensate at all, but includes the natural gas liquids. Sometimes when you see a
plot of “U.S. oil production”, it is often not really oil and you have to multiply the
numbers given by about 3/4 to get the real oil production. By 2014 it has become
very common to quote the larger and misleading number that includes natural gas
liquids. If you decide to discount “condensate” as well, you might reduce what
some sources call U.S. “oil production” by 35% or so to get the real refinable crude
oil that we make gasoline, diesel fuel and jet fuel out of. See an earlier note.
Unfortunately the numbers often quoted in the media are not useful.

65. To get down to real refinable crude oil, I usually multiply the BP statistical
review number for world oil reserves (you can find the BP spreadsheet on the Web)
by 0.75 to get an admittedly rough estimate of world crude + condensate resources.
Of course, I have to first subtract their inclusion of processed asphalt. They quote
in the 2014 review a total world reserve of 1688 billion barrels. Subtracting 389
billion“barrels” of processed asphalt in Venezuela and Canada, I get 1299 billion
barrels. But this is still not crude + condensate. Multiplying 1299 by 0.75 gives 970
billion barrels (to 2 significant figures) of real oil. This makes a big difference!
This number of 970 billion barrels of real oil will be important later on. And if this
is discounted for condensate, the number is even smaller.
66. World production of crude oil is not increasing, at least not by much. This is
not quite correct, because U.S. shale oil is causing the plateau in oil production to
rise very slightly a bit in the last few years. But, as we will see, this rise is
temporary. Here is a recent plot of crude plus condensate oil that is (or about 90%
of which) important to us. This is from Ron Patterson’s “peakoilbarrel.com” (the
left axis is thousands of barrels per day)

Notice the increase at the end, due to U.S. production of “shale oil”. This amounts
to about 2.5 million barrels per day out of 76 million, or an increase of about 3%.
That this increase is so small is not obvious because the zero on this plot is,
depending on your reading device, a couple of feet below the bottom. Besides Ron
Patterson’s site, there is another that follows oil production with and without U.S.
shale oil, Matt Mushalik’s “crudeoilpeak.info” If both sites remain active, they will
be the places to follow production in the years ahead.
67. Laherrere’s oil estimates that I use are for what he calls "backdated
discoveries", plus future discoveries. Backdating allows him to include better
knowledge of the reserves in oil fields. The future discoveries are mostly projected
to be small--oil geology has now covered the earth pretty well and not much
unexpected oil remains. As I mentioned, Laherrere likes to plot the backdated
discoveries to the first time the field was found and evaluated, versus present
production.

The result is plain: most conventional easy flowing oil has been discovered
already. (Most heavy or extra heavy "oil" will only be produced very slowly and is
not on this plot.) Given Laherrere’s estimate of an original 2200 billion barrels of
recoverable oil, you may wonder what is left. That would then be comparable to
what the BP statistical review considers reserves (but of real oil, not what they
quote as reserves). Laherrere’s number has to be read off a plot (in his 2006
Groningen talk--you can find it on the Web) and was about 800+ billion barrels, to
be compared to my extraction of 970 billion barrels from BP. The difference might,
or might not, be accounted for by inflated OPEC numbers. Laherrere thinks that
there has been a serious, and unreal, inflation of mideast OPEC reserves.
68. By the early 1980’s Hubbert was well aware that the year 2000 peak in his
earlier 1971 projection would be significantly delayed due to the oil shocks of the
late 1970’s and early 1980’s. The oil shocks and the reduced demand that followed
could delay the peak because the era was one where production could still

potentially increase almost exponentially. This plot here shows Hubbert’s 1971
projection for an ultimate production of 2100 billion barrels and also Laherrere’s
2013 projection for an ultimate of 2200 billion barrels-both for conventional oil.
The maximum has indeed shifted-by about 15 years. Remember that the area under
these plots is the ultimate production (quite similar for Hubbert and Laherrere).

69. Laherrere's 2013 plot, summarized in the last note, peaks just before 2020.
Laherrere emphasizes the possibility that this may be in error, due to bad data, so
his 2200 billion barrels could be, say, 2300 billion. I estimate that if his estimate is
increased furthr to 2400 billion barrels, it would only delay the peak by two years,
all else remaining the same. If I adopt a "best guess" that world oil production will
start to decline in the period 2015-2020, then this two year delay is in that range.
So a decline by 2020 seems a safe bet. Laherrere has produced projections in 1998
(with Colin Campbell), in 2003 and in 2013. Accounting well understood changes
in the data, they are consistent.
70. To sum up where we stand, this is Laherrere’s plot from 2013 showing world
conventional oil production, past and projected. The curve of interest to us is the

top one, peaking soon. Notice that on this scale the plateau we have been referring
to is the small flat part at the top.

71. Many people place a lot of hope for extending the plateau of oil production on
what I have been calling processed asphalt. Here is Laherrere’s plot of what he
calls “world XH oil”, which is relevant here. The thing to notice is that present
production is small on our scale of 76 million barrels per day, and it increases
slowly. This is not a source of abundant free flowing oil.

72. As the prime example of enhanced oil recovery leading to unexpected results,
the Cantarell oil field decline has continued past the 2006 Laherrere plot shown
here. Laherrere, in various talks, shows other such plots where the recovery of
extra oil did not work out as expected.

73. A notable enhanced oil production effort, injecting carbon dioxide was carried
out in Texas. At best it has been a somewhat modest success. The potential for
carbon dioxide last ditch oil recovery may be a bit over promoted. Notice that the
vertical axis is some tens of thousands of barrels of oil per day of EOR (enhanced
oil recovery). This plot is from the National Energy Technology Laboratory of the
U.S. Department of Energy.

74. The lack of dramatically increased production over the years from Prudhoe bay
in Alaska is shown on this plot from “hubbertpeak.com”. The original estimate,
thirty years ago, give or take ten or twenty percent, was 15 billion barrels
recoverable. Technology advances and higher prices have not changed that much.
Far too much optimism for significantly increased oil productionhas surrounded
those phrases “technology advances” and “higher prices”.

75. Optimism has played its role in hopes for shale oil production. As a way way of
summarizing realistic projections for shale oil production in the North Dakota
Bakken, I show here a plot made by David Hughes of GSR, Inc for the Post
Carbon Institute, “postcarbon.org”, in a November, 2013 presentation. This is part
of a longer research project by Hughes. It should be kept in mind that there are
very many projections for Bakken production, based on varying assumptions. I
think that Hughes’ ultimate recovery of 5 billion barrels is reasonable and a peak of
production in 2015-2016 is also reasonable. (There is another shale oil resource in
Texas, not shown here.) High prices for Bakken oil will not save us from decline.

76. As this was being finished, in late 2014, there has been a surprising drop in oil
prices, engineered by Saudi Arabia. If shale oil drilling depends on money coming
in from already producing wells, then drilling may go down rapidly as margins
decline. Also, it will be harder to get loans for drilling new wells. Shale well
production declines so fast that continual drilling is needed to keep producton up,
as explored best by Rune Likvern. If Saudi Arabia can keep prices low, then this
may spell a premature end to significant U.S. shale oil production. If U.S. shale oil
is driven out of business, the U.S. will, in a few years, have to find several million
more barrels of oil on the export market, barring a dramatic economic decline. But
nobody can know if low oil prices will continue or, if they do, what the impact will
really be.

77. The “Export Land Model” was developed by Jeffrey Brown, and even has its
own Wikipedia page. Also, check the archives of “theoildrum.com”.
78. Turning to U.S. government projections, I find this official government EIA
plot both interesting and perplexing. For one thing, it is honest: the optimistic
projections of economists are compared to the pessimistic projections of oil
geologists. The logical thing to do would be to explore the difference, particularly
what “unidentified projects” might actually materialize. Instead, this plot just
vanished after 2009, never to be seen again. It is a significant reason why I
personally stopped taking EIA projections seriously.

79. It is a good question why we do not have good oil reserve numbers for OPEC.
That at least some government agencies may have data, the cited article is in "Der
Spiegel", November 11, 2013 (in German) or on the Spiegel website. The
information in this account is, mysteriously, not attributed to the now renowned

Edward Snowden. This makes me think that there may be another source of leaks,
who may have the OPEC data.
80. It is unfortunate that some critics object to Laherrere for using nonpublic
source data that he cannot publish in detail for copyright reasons, but who do not,
at the same time, ask for the U.S. government to acquire the data and make it
public. This would be the right thing to do. It would properly obviate the need for
leaking data, as sometimes happens. It would also make it straightforward to
criticize Laherrere’s projection by those who doubt it.
81. When thinking about production and recessions, it might be worth noting that
in the aftermath of the 2008-2009 economic collapse, world crude oil production
only dropped by about 3%. This means that 97% of production continued as
before. Significant reduction in demand due to a recession would need a very big
economic collapse. After the oil shocks of the late 1970’s and early 1980’s (which
were political events, not economic ones), production declined for a few years by
about 12%. There was then, of course, a lot of oil left which is not the case now.
82. Turning to natural gas, remember that the U.S. has only about 5% of the
world’s natural gas resources, so at some time in the future, we may import natural
gas across the oceans. (We now do import some from Canada.) I already
commented on the problematic character of transporting liquified natural gas.
83. On the subject of natural gas and its use, see the book “Beyond Oil and Gas:
The Methanol Economy” by George Olah and Alain Goeppert on the utility of
methanol. Methanol can be manufactured in many ways, not just from natural gas.
And it is easy to transport and use in existing engines, with minor modifications.
84. Here is Laherrere’s plot of world natural gas production, including his
projection for a total of 13,000 trillion cubic feet of gas.

85. I have already used projections of U.S. coal production. There are also world
coal production projections, notably by Laherrere, Rutledge and Patzek. I choose
to show here the projections by the Energy Watch Group, in EWG-paper 1/07. The
vertical scale is in megatonnes, millions of metric tons, or Mt. Notice that the U.S.
produces roughly 1 Mt per year, and the world total is about five times U.S.
production

86. There are many estimates of the total ultimately recoverable world fossil
carbon. I want to show that due to Laherrere here, although the estimate of ultimate
coal recovery looks large to me. If coal on this plot is accurate, most of our world
fossil carbon will be coal by 2100.

87. As a side issue, but of compelling interest, fossil carbon as crude oil can be
thought of as producing, on burning in air, roughly 0.3 tonnes of carbon dioxide
per barrel. (This number is an average over all fossil carbon types, not just oil.)
Laherrere’s numbers for all fossil carbon in the preceding note correspond to an
ultimate production of about 3 trillion tonnes of carbon dioxide. This is equivalent
to about 0.8 trillion tonnes of carbon. Most atmospheric models deliver
temperature increases of about 2 degrees Centigrade (give or take about 0.5
degrees) over pre-industrial levels for this amount of carbon dioxide release into
the atmosphere. (I used the work of Miles R. Allen et al, Nature Vol 458, 30 April
2009) Another way to get roughly the same number is to use data for the total
cumulative mass in tons of oil, natural gas and coal burned, from Laherrere and
others, and calculate the tons of carbon produced for each component separately
and add them up. The result I get is the same two degrees C from the Nature paper
mentioned. It is sobering to think that geological limits on fossil carbon extraction

may produce the ultimate limit in the amount of carbon dioxide we can release to
the atmosphere, and the consequent global temperature increase. Jean Laherrere
has been making this point since at least 2007.
88. The Hirsch Report on coming oil decline is available on the Web and contains
much more information than is in the following plot. It is not discussed in the
Hirsch Report, but if you add to our national dependence on crude oil our energy
use from natural gas, the two together amount to two thirds of our total yearly
energy use. The remainder is mostly coal, with some nuclear energy and
hydropower. If it is true that two thirds of our energy will go into decline sometime
after 2020, we will be in very serious trouble, even beyond the problems that will
be due to a decline in crude oil.

89. This is sometimes, to my mind, a bit trivialized as an easy transition to
“alternative energy”. Once one looks carefully at the numbers, the transition

becomes anything but easy. See the book “America 2100: After Fossil Carbon” for
a rough quantitative discussion of the development of replacement energy.

